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LIVING BOOKS MEMORIALS
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{continued on page 46}
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RESUME OF GUILD HISTORY
1961-1966
Mrs. William A. Drews

In scanning the record we find much that should be
included in a resume of the five years that have elapsed
since the 3oth anniversary convention.
The Guild has enjoyed the capable and dedicated
leadership of Irma Schmalz and Sylvia Wismar, and
numbers about 8500 members in 150 chapters. Under
direction of the Executive Director, Field Secretaries
organized 30 chapters.
PROJECTS
The Guild has provided communion linens, clergy
vestments, and additional hymnals for the Memorial
Chapel; recreational facilities for Brandt Hall; a prayer
chapel for Scheele Hall; service books and devotional
materials for all dorms; a lounge for Lembke Hall; landscaping around new dor ms and general campus improvements such as lighting, sidewalks, etc.; a slide lecture
for the use of all chapters; a plaque honoring past presidents; three cast bells for the carillon tower; sewing
machines for all women's dorms and a piano for DauKreinheder lounge.
It has gathered funds toward the furnishings of the
Court Room in the Wesemann Law building and toward
movab i ~ JLU;pjture for Brandt Hall. It has replaced worn
furniture in Gu ild and Memorial Halls and completely
furnished the new Guild Admissions Center. It has assisted in. increasing faculty salaries, in improving Dau-Kreinheder Halls and in building the Guild Admissions Center.
INNOVATIONS
In 1962 a new phase of providing the convention banquet theme and decor was introduced. Heretofore the
Valparaiso chapter had carried the entire responsibility
of this monumental task. During the past Hve years banquet atmosphere has been created by the Arizona, Shawano, New Jersey, Minnesota and Western New YorkNorth East, Pa., chapters.
The Person to Person Program, as outlined by Mr.
Alfred Looman at the 1962 convention, was pioneered
by 22 chapters chosen for this experiment. In 1963 it
was undertaken by all chapters. Dr. Kretzmann considers
this program "the most important step forward in the
recent history of the Guild."
Guild Seminars, sponsored by the University, have
been held annually at Pocono Crest since 1963. In 1966
a seminar for the convenience of chapters in the West
was inaugurated at Holden Vi llage in the State of Washington.
In 1963 the Guild favored the plan of a day and a half
convention in September and an annual Executive Board
meeting in February.
In 1964, by an amendment to the Bylaws, the title of
"Executive Secretary" was changed to "Executive Director."
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Mrs. William A. Drews, Mistress of Ceremon ies
Mrs. LV. Stavig, banquet speaker

Through the years our dollar dues have continued to
flow into the current fund of the University, while our
activities have helped build more and more new buildings, which also need utilities and maintenance. Taking
this into consideration, Guild dues were raised to $2.00
beginning with the fiscal year 1966-67.
In 1965 the Guild resolved that all chapters be urged
and encouraged to establish the Guild-Alumni Plan for
Valpo Sunday in their respective areas. This plan was
developed by the National Activities Committee.
HIGHLIGHTS
In 1962 Mrs. E. H. Ruprecht had served the Guild as
Executive Secretary for ten years. In recognition of her
faithful service and inspiring leadership she was presented with a pearl-encircled Guild pin. After expressing
her gratitude, our "Ber" added, "In the vernacular of the
campus, I am now pinned to the Guild."
1965. In commemoration of Dr. Kretzmann's completion of twenty-five years as beloved president of Valparaiso University, and in appreciation of the Christcentered guidance he has given the Guild these many
years, the Guild observed this memorable occasion by
sponsoring the printing of the second edition of his
book "THE ROAD BACK TO GOD."
1966. Dedication of the Guild Admissions Center.
On a cold windy February afternoon the members of the
Executive Board processed from the Union to the new
Guild Admissions Center. The dedicatory service was
led by The Rev. Dr. O.P. Kretzmann, The Rev. Dr. William A. Buege, and The Rev. Daniel Brockopp, with Mrs.
Wismar and the Executive Board participating in the
responsive readings. An informal tour of the building
and a reception in the board room followed.

Mrs. Wismar wearing the um brella hat presented to her by
Dr. Kretzmann.

er, and noting that her hats are her distinguishing mark.
He then made an important presentation - an addition
to her hat collection. It was probably the wildest of
her hats. a red and blue striped umbrella hat. In the more
serious vein, Dr. Kretz mann said that the distinctive thing
about Valpo is the concern for the individual; a religious
concern, not just a concern for the student. The enrollment th is year is 3680 plus 212 graduate students and
200-300 in the Hospital Program. The University is
noticing the effect of the Person-to-Person Program.
Back in the humorous vein, Dr. Kretzmann spoke of the
mgenuity of ourValpo students. It seemSffiataG-uiTOer
lett her car lights on, with the keys locked in the car.
Two helpful students picked the lock with a hanger.
turned off the lights and re-locked the car - with the
keys still inside! It also happened during the past year
that many Unidentified Flying Objects were reported in
the Northern Indiana area. Our brilliant engineering students were fill ing plastic c leaning bags with a gas that
changed colors. and these unusual objects were mistaken
for flying saucers.
In the afternoon meeting a student panel gave us a
" Discussion of Student Activities" which we certai nly
enjoyed. It is always enlightening to hear about Valpo
from the students' point of view. One of the main projects of the student government will be, for the second.
year, a "Week of Challenge," bringing experts in various
fields to speak to our students.
Because we are beginning a birthday celebration a
"Mile of Pennies" from each loca l chapter is being collected in a special drive. Many chapters sent their pennies to the convention and a large birthday. cake was
used to col lect them.
Not particularly connected with the actual convention
activities, but a humorous side-l ight, was a certain fraternity fire truck which greeted us as the afternoon session on Saturday adjourned. It seems that several of our
lovely ladies were seen hitchi ng a ride on this particular
fire truck, among them Mrs. Evans and Mrs: Simon from
Michigan and our distinguished newly elected National
president, Mrs. Jacobs!

Exhibits for the "Idea Exchange".

The 35th anniversary banquet began at 7:00 p.m. Saturday evening. The Great Hall was miraculously changed
into a lovely banquet hall by the Western New York State
and North East Pennsylvania chapters. The table centerpieces were beautiful gold mesh candle holders surrounded by real grapes, and each person found a can of
Concord grape juice at her place. Lucki ly the grape
juice ar rived in time, because somehow a few days previously, tomato juice was sent by mistake. A special
table was reserved for past National officers. They were
the recipients of lovely Valpo demitasse cups as a birthday remembrance.
Our Mistress of Ceremonies was Mrs. Will iam Drews,
historian of the Guild and past National president. She
proud ly introduced our guest speaker. Mrs. Cora Stavig,
1964 American Mother of the Year, who spoke to us
about, "The Fellowship of the Concerned." She stated
that we need to belong to the fellowship of the concerned
because it makes us grow in many ways. True communication is listening, sharing, and opening one's heart and
soul. Human life depends on our relationships with
others. All of us were enriched and lett with some things
to be "Concerned" about.
S1nce a convention hardly passes in Valpo without
rain , we were not disappointed. It began raining during
the banquet. The evening vespers and instal lation of
officers took place in the Great Hall rather than in the
Gloria Christi Chapel.
On Sunday morning the convention c losed with the
traditional communion service in the Chapel. The speaker was Rev. Cyril M. Wismar. Following the service a
colorful ceremony took place for the Cornerstone Laying
for the Neils Science Building.
Attending the convention is a real source of renewing
our enthusiasm for the Guild and thus Valparaiso University. We come home with new ideas, all kinds of information, and new dedication, which we try to instill in
all of our local members. We are than kful for "all the
Lord has bestowed on us" and we move for-Ward with His
help, to 35 more years of meaningful service to our own
Va lparaiso University.
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SHADOWS
Since the 30th ann iversary convention, three past
national presidents have gone to t heir eternal rest. Mrs.
E.W. Schultz, first president, (1931-33) and Mrs. H.W.
Bartels, second president, (1933-36) passed away in September, 1964; whi le Mrs. A.A. Taube, fifth president,
(1942-45) died in September, 1965. May the memory of
their exemplary lives be an inspiration to all of us.
During Holy Week, 1964, the Executive Director and
her husband were involved in an automobile accident in
Florida. In answer to the many prayers offered in their
behalf, Mr. and Mrs. Ruprecht were permitted to return
to their work, to continue to serve the Lord.
For the first time in twenty-f ive years, the Guild met
in convention (1965) without Dr. Kretzmann. He had
been hospitalized for eye surgery that very week. It was
t he prayer of the assembly that the Lord would bless
him with returning health, and grant that we might have
his benevolent guidance for many years to come.
PUBLICATIONS
In 1962 the historian presented the second volume of
Guild bulletins, 1953-61 and the first volume of convention agendas, 1940-61. These books are bound in
brown and gold and are part of the Executive Director 's
official library.
The new Guild Manual, presented by Mrs. Frederick
Schmalz in 1964, serves as a useful tool to promote
better chapter administration.
Spring and Fall Gu ild bulletins continue to be edited
by the Executive Director.
As we stand on the threshold of a new five year period
of service t o our beloved University, and recall " all that
the Lord hath bestowed on us" let each of us in our own
hearts resolve to do all we can personally to make this
period one of enthusiastic co-operation and outstanding
loya lty to our common cause.

So You Are Elected
"Congratulations, sister! You are the chapter's choice."
The words still keep coming to your mind. You can't
quite get adjusted to it. Should you feel proud to be honored by your fellow members? Should you feel a bit
humbled and also shaken at the thought of the new responsibilities to be shouldered? And then- just what
does the Lord of the church have to say about it? Such
are some of the thoughts bobbing about in your mind .
You do most sincerely want to go at this thing in the
r ight way and in the right spirit. Because your chapter
saw something in your person and life, you r nomination
received approval and you are now on its roster of officers. Rejoice in this testimony of your sisters! Then
prayerfully see here the basic requirements for your
service.
Service is the ca lling for which you were chosen. As
Acts puts it, your election is "to this duty." It is not a
mere indication of popularity. There are needs to be
met. Duties are being assigned. Real work is to be done.
To this you have been elected-by your chapter to further the work of the Kingdom-and also by your Lord.

PARLIAMENTARIAN'S CORNER
Mrs. W. N. Hoppe

Question: (a) What is a SUBSTITUTE MOTION?
(b) How is it used?
(c) Does one have to vote down the ORIGINAL MOTION before making a substitute?

Answer: (a) A SUBSTITUTE MOTION is an amendment
that is offered to replace the original or pending motion.
Members may be in :;ympathy with the original motion
and desire that it receive a majority vote, yet unless the
wording is changed or clarified it may not be adopted.
In this case one may submit an amendment to substitute
a new motion for the originaL
(b) The member says "I move to substitute for the
pending resolution (motion) the following paragraph: he
states the proposed substitute. The cha irman states the
question thus: " It is moved and seconded to substitute
for the pending resolution;" he then reads or states the
substitute. At this point there is one step that is often
overlooked by the cha irman, that is, that the original
motion may still be perfected by amendments. This is in
fairness to those who prefer the original to the substitute. After this step is taken the chair states that the substitute is open to amendment. When the substitute is
amended as much as the assembly desires, the chair
says: "The question is, shall the proposed amendment
(substitute) be substituted for the pending resolution?"
He calls for the vote and if the ayes haveIt the- motiOnlo
substitute is adopted. Now the original motion is wiped
out and the new substitute is the question before the
assembly, and must be voted upon.
(c) No. On the contrary, as stated above, every opportunity is given the members to perfect the original MAIN
MOTION before it is voted to make the substitution. It
is the affirmative vote to substitute another for the original that kills the original motion.

J

Question: When a resolution with two pending amendments is referred to a comm ittee for study and recommendation can the committee recommend a substitute
motion?
Answer: Yes. The committee after studying the question may wish to present other ideas which they formulated into a substitute amendment. The chair, however,
must first put to vote the secondary amendment, then
the primary amendment before taking the vote on the
substitution. If the latter carries the vote is taken on its
approval, as explained above.
Question: Is it a rare instance when substitute amendments need to be handled?
Answer: No. Many of us have experienced this procedure in convention, where pending resolutions are
referred to a resolutions comm ittee. This often results
in proposi ng a substitute for the originaL The chairman,
as well as the members, should be fam iliar with the procedure.
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REPORT
of the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Ml'8. E. H. Ruprecht

Mrs. Ervin Schmidt of the Eastern district, ever alert
to new possibilities for chapters, visited a friend in Memphis, Tennessee; and on August 2nd this new chapter
was organized officially, our very first in the State of
Tennessee. Mrs. Carl Schrader is attending from this
chapter today.
Again Mrs. Krumsieg became engaged in the problem
of dividing one large chapter in the Chicago area into
As we meet here today to thank God for 35 years of
two sections so that meeting places would be more accesgrace to the Guild it is important that we look back to the
sible to the larger number of women. This resulted in
many benefits we have received, to review the lessons
a Chicago North and a Chicago South section. Mrs. Ogwe have learned from those devoted women who had the
den San borg represents the North Division and Mrs.
foresight to envision an organization such as the Guild,
Arthur Kroll the South.
and to the loyalty and devotion which has made it the
Rochester, Michigan, was visited by the Michigan restrong force it has become as an aid to Valparaiso Unipresentative, Mrs. Calvin Gauss. A meeting was arranged
versity. It is interesting to note that the V.U. Guild was
atthe home of Mrs. Richard Albrecht, which has resulted
the very FIRST national women's organization to be formin a chapter in this vicinity called North Oakland. We
ed within the Synodical Conference.
are happy Mrs. Arthur Gau is present today.
Obviously we cannot live in the past, tied to its memThe Guild slides have been popular the past year and
ories so that we are unable to venture into tomorrow.
have been used for many programs and also for student
We can not afford to be so stuck fast in yesterday that
parties. A film strip will now be available for use in Januwe cannot see the possibilities of today. I am sure those
ary. This can be obtained by writing the New Service
of you who are here today are women who have a grasp
Office.
The continued use of Memorial Wreaths by chapters
of the future, who have been willing to break the pattern
has resulted in an increase in the funds derived from this
of former days, to do something a little different, and to
have the courage to forge ahead with energy using the
source. We urge that you continue to make full use of
power that God has given to take the steps forward in
the opportunities provided to place them in strategic
building the new world which will replace the old. God
positions in your localities.
has opened for us and for our children new horizons
We have noted that more than half of the chapters have
which beckon to us on all sides. We need to go forward
had elections this year and in these elections the terms
---in God's Work in the kingdom,~trusting-Him as- He has---..of-the-pr$ideRts-came to-an end. _Thl>means that-moreblessed us-unafraid to do His Will.
than half of the presidents with us today are beginning
The past year in the Guild office has been a fruitful
their term for the first time. We wish them well and offer
one. More traveling has been done than usual, more
them all the cooperation we can give. We should also
chapters visited this past year, which may be an indilike to commend those women who have ended their
cation that the Guild members are searching for help
terms for their faithful service for which we are most
and this is important. We would encourage you to congrateful. It is important that former officers tum over
all pertinent materials to those who succeed them, and it
tinue to invite people from the campus to come for some
special meeting which you may be arranging, and we
would be a fine idea if a meeting could be arranged with
will try to fulfill your requests whenever possible. Please
the officers wlio served formerly and those who have
keep in mind that past national officers as well as prebeen newly elected so that the responsibilities and assent ones are willing to come to speak and will bring a
signments can be clearly defined and that the knowledge
challenging message to you, should you need them.
gained from past experience can be transmitted to new
At the Seminar at Pocono Crest in July an excellent
members who will now carry on the program for the
program was presented to the women present. Great
chapter.
interest was shown in the lectures by Dr. Kretzmann and
We ask again that you arrange to send newsy items and
Mrs. Halter, followed by lively discussion periods.
pictures which can be used in the Guild Bulletin. We ask
The airplane strike prevented your Executive Director
that you 'Send any change of address immediately. We
from attending the Seminar in Holden Village. It was
need names of any replacements of officers in the chapfortunate, however, that Dr. and Mrs. Buege were already
ter. We plan to mail a student directory to each chapter
there, and together with Mr. Richard lee of the YLTP
president.
they were able to conduct meetings during the week which
Two gifts have been received this past year which were
brought attention to the Guild and current activities at
additional contributions from chapter members. One
the University.
was a light which was placed in the Scheele Hall chapel,
The field secretaries have been busily working in the
given by the Geiseman Memorial Chapter in memory of
area of expansion. Mrs. Ray Krumsieg and your ExecuMrs. Hattie Taube, past national president. The other
tive Director visited a small group of women in McHenry
was not yet completed so could not be installed In time
County, Illinois and the Hiawatha chapter was later formfor the convention. This was a sanctuary lamp for Gloria
ed at the home of Mrs. Kenneth Schuh of Woodstock.
Christi Chapel, given by the Detroit Chapter to a past
Representing the chapter today is Mrs. Frances Herrnational president, Mrs. H. A. Eberline, in observance
mann.
of her 85th birthday.
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THE 50th ANNIVERSARY RESOLUTION
WHEREAS,
The ValparOtso University Guild
was organized' 50 years ago by a few warm-hearted
Christian women who had the foresight to re~()gnize that If
Vcjlp(Jraiso·Unlversity~\\fa~,~o}ea~h its full potentiQ(.as f:]n Instrument of God,:
.
the women ·y.;e~e. needed-first, to provide c~rtaln
mclterfa·l comforts .for th~ ·students;
WHEREAS,
~

.;

I

'

'_

'

•

The: needs of stu~ents and faculty
have co~tlhued t~,;gro~ ~rid::become rrlore diversified
·

'' '·Ii-:~:~~·(th~·years;
WHEREAS,

-:Th~re has come forth from G:c)d's Kingdom -·
a continuous stream of gifted, loving~ aTbitious women
·fc{rai.!)~ r;nC?I}~Y. to fund special profeCts.
···· · · ;.··.af:the.l:Jnivets•ty;·~
• :

- :

• t' •

..

• ! . :. : -~ '

~ . ~

.•

: .

.

.. . ' .

WHEREAS,
.·· These:·falthfuLChristlan .women; ha~e.shared,

their concer~ that.there ·should cilwCiys be an opportunity
for young people to. attain ··an education under the Cross, and have
,expounded· the virtues ofValparalso University to
.
prospective students, to parents, to
benefactors and to friends; and
WHEREAS,
..
The. succEtsses of the great effo.rts
.· ·
.. ofth,ese womell hqv~ directly affected thE) ~uccess ·of ...
· Valparaiso :University; therefore, be It

··RESOLVED,
That we• all in gn~atest humility and ,gtcititude.. . .
.· .•.. ,. thank and pra.is~ Almighty God on. this occasion. of the
.
··:.vaiparalso University Guild's 50th year. As we have been.kept and .... ·..
gulcled by His love, .so we have given 50 years ofuntlrlng, deyo.ti()ri to .s:~r/;e
the students in His name.~.We thank Him.for the administration··:·':.·,~:.:··
. . ·.· ; :·
..
:~~~cl f~~ulty \¥ho. ar~ dedicated to the development ot:
the whole persc::>nand, for t~e 50 times 50 blessings
the Valparcdso University Guild has received
and passed on these many years.

'.

.

:~.·

The reso.lution was adopted SElptember 25, 1981
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The Report of the Guild President

WITH GOD'S HELP, WE SHALL DO MIGHTY THINGS
Ruth Russler

We cannot climax a year of jubilee withou t a
real sense of thanksgiving. Thanksgiving to God
for allowing us to grow and serve these past fifty
years. In the Spring Bulletin of 1974, I ran across
a reflection by Adelaide Eberline who served as
National Guild President from 1936-1939. Ber
Ruprecht, editing the Bulletin at that time, had
invited past national presidents for reflections
on their times in office. M rs. Eberline wrote as
follows, "By God's grace, I happen to be one of
the older living past presidents since it was my
honor to help organize the National Women's
Committee in 1931, known today as the Valparaiso University Guild. My recollections of trials
and triumph are many; we endeavored to interest
women of the church in joining the gr oup, as
well as interesting the young people in Valparaiso University. Many of our pastors and
churches were not enthusiastic about this new
venture ... Those were trying days, but God always gave us the strength to go fo rward. Little
did we dream that in 1974 Valparaiso University
would be the outstanding Christian school of
learning it is today. We thank God fo r the men
and women who gave of their time and talents
to make this possible."
Later today we will be privileged to be guests
at a reception at Guild Hall, and we will reminisce w ith Emma Hoppe and Louise Nicolay
about this particular gift to the University. In
May of 1941 when Mrs. Hoppe was serving as
the president of the Guild- and remember the
Guild was only ten years old- Dr. 0. P. Kretzmann, who had been the president of the University for only seven months, met with the Guild
officers and asked them to raise $75,000 in five
years fo r a new women's dormitory. The officers
were stunned, the first reaction being very negative- but after much discussion, the next day the
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Hallelujah! Thanks and praise be to God! O ur
jubilant hearts are full of thanksgiving and praise
to our Heavenly Father who has brought us to
this place at this time- the Golden Jubilee Convention of the Valparaiso University Guild. I
wish each of you could be standing in this spot
to view this beautiful assemblage of Guild women from all over this land. It is a humbling experience for me to be serving as your president
at this very special time in Guild history. Jackie,
it doesn't seem possible that four years have
elapsed since you laid the groundwork for this
very convention, appointing the members of the
Amen Corner, the Golden Anniversary Committee. Barb, during the two years of your administration, these plans were developed so that
here we are finally reaching the culmination of
our celebration.
"A Jubilee shall that fiftieth year be to you."
This is the beautiful text from Leviticus 25:11 that
we adopted as our special text for this year of
jubilee. This theme was suggested by Past President Wilma Jacobs before she was called to her
own golden jubilee on December 29, 1980. How
pleased she wo uld have been to be with us here
today.
5

of Plenty Bazaar, and all the special events of
this particular convention.
As most of you know, the project designated
this year was to give the first $50,000 of our
project monies to be divided among the 30 academic departments as a special unrestricted gift
to use as they chose. We asked the department
heads to let us know, purely out of interest to us,
how they planned to use their money. This one
letter expresses beautifully the sentiment shared
in all of them. He writes, "From time to time
something so special occurs that it almost leaves
you in a state of shock. That was my feeling
when Betsy told us about the Guild's marvelous
Jubilee gift! At a time when the key words seem
to be cut back and retrench, I don't think anything was more welcome than this splendid act
by the Guild. Your gift to the departments tells
us we care, and those are words we need to hear."
His letter closes with the sentence, "The Guild
becomes something more than just an organization out there. It makes the Guild a full partner
in what we are all about." We do want to be a
partner in the life and being of this University.
I'm sure you will be interested in some of the
ways that these gifts have been used. Many departments will be buying equipment such as various types of video equipment, computer terminals, equipment for remote sensing, a sonic dismembranator, to name a few. The engineering
department has pooled its funds and will purchase a word processor. The lounge at Loke
Home Economics Center will be refurbished, and
one department will place the money in an interest bearing fund, the proceeds of which can be
used to invite distinguished scholars to give
seminars. The list goes on and on. You can feel
so happy about your efforts in providing this
special jubilee gift.
So-where do we go from here? Do we sit back
and rest on our laurels feeling smug and maybe
even a little "old" since we just celebrated a golden birthday? I don't believe that for a minute.
This celebration has given us new life, new sense
of excitement, new sense of achievement, new
chapters, new members, new spirit, and a willingness to accept new challenges.

convention voted to undertake the mammouth
task of raising $75,000 to build this women's
dormitory. Six years later, on July 26, 1947, the
Guild had raised $96,000, and Guild President
Louise Nicolay on behalf of the then 4,000 members in the Guild presented Guild Hall to the
Board of Trustees of Valparaiso University.
Being interested in figures, I was curious to
know what $96,000 raised by 4,000 women
would mean in today's dollars. Would you believe that today 4,000 women raising a like
amount of money over a five-year period would
bring to the University approximately $650,000!
We now have 5,000 members in the Guild and in
like comparison to that same $96,000, we should
be able to raise about $830,000 over a five-year
period. Staggering, isn't it? What an outstanding
accomplishment for them, and something for all
of us to keep in mind as we are challenged in the
years ahead and especially tomorrow as we consider a new project. As we all recognize, the past
is behind us and we cannot do anything to
change it. We treasure its memories, we learn
and are inspired by it, but we must live and work
in the present and plan ahead for the future.
Let us for just a moment talk about the present, this wonderful year of jubilee. So many of
you have had special chapter celebrations, area
celebrations, and special projects. Hopefully
through all of these events, you have grown
stronger and more exuberant about your service
to the Guild. We all are excited about our 17 new
chapters who will receive their charters tomorrow along with the others who have been added
to our ranks since we have made a dedicated
effort to get 50 new chapters by our fiftieth birthday. We will be talking about goals a little later
when we look to the future, but many of you •
thought we were unrealistic to set such a goal
for chapter development two years ago. After
all, for many years, we had been happy to add
three or four new chapters to our roster each
year. We tackled this goal, however, and to date
we have 34 new chapters and we haven't given
up the idea that we could have 50 by our Council
meeting in February. We found out we could do
it and we rejoice! Further items about which to
be excited are our Golden Giver special fund, our
two Guild Pledge Runs, the Past National Officer's new scholarship fund, the beautiful Horn

Let us consider for a moment the reason for
our very existence. Our four Guild Objectives as
outlined in our bylaws are really twofold. We
exist to create and develop a greater interest in
6
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Valparaiso as an institution of Christian higher
learning, thus assisting in student enrollment;
and, secondly, we give financial assistance to the
University, thus providing facilities necessary for
the student's welfare.

I

I•

$50,000 and made many people happy, I would
like to shock you with just a few more figures.
What the 4,000 members did 40 years ago over a
six-year period was equal to about $5 per member per year after expenses were paid. In today's
dollar, this would be approximately $30 per
member per year. The $50,000 we gave this year
is equal to $10 per member, about 1/3 of what
they contributed 40 years ago. My dear Guild
members, we just aren't measuring up to their
accomplishments.
How can we do better? Are we asking for a
miracle? Maybe. But we know that with much
prayer and hard work, we can accomplish miracles. With our new strong chapter base and
member strength, let's embark upon new chapter projects. We can't be satisfied with our
achievements of the recent past or even with a
10% or 50% increase. It takes new ideas, new enthusiasm, and yes, resurrecting successful ideas
from the past. You have new members, new
vitality! Chapter presidents, take advantage of
that and set really challenging goals recognizing
that these goals may be dramatically different
from the past.

Now what is the means by which the Guild
will accomplish these objectives? The answer
was-is-and will continue to be a strong membership. We must continue to expand into new
areas with new chapters. We must concentrate
on internal development of existing chapters,
and finally we must recruit new members in all
chapters. Set a goal in your chapter for the number of new members you would like to add this
year, develop plans for recruitment and then
carry out those plans.
Now what are we going to do with all this
added power? Let's use some of it for recruiting
new students. Our first goal should be one of
100% chapter participation in the Person to Person program. Those chapters who already participate should strive to make the program even
more effective. We have a good freshman enrollment this year at a time when colleges are having to cut out programs due to decreasing enrollment, and we must feel that we have played a
large part in insuring Valpo's enrollment. The
years ahead will be difficult, but that has never
deterred us before. It should make us ever more
determined to succeed.

Let us all dedicate ourselves to making the
1980s the top decade in every respect for our
Guild and especially for the financial support so
desperately needed by our beloved University.
When I became your president a year ago, I
mentioned that a Golden Jubilee celebration was
a time of remembrance, a time of thanksgiving,
a time of rededication, and a time of challenge.
It has been a time of remembrance and thanksgiving. Whether it has been a time of rededication, only you can answer for yourself. In the
same light, only you can answer if you will personally accept the challenges that are and will be
laid out before you. Be assured that the members
of your Board of Directors have rededicated
themselves and have fully accepted all the challenges placed before this great Guild as we begin
the next 50 years. Hopefully, each of you has
made the same prayerful decision.
Last February we talked about the miracle
principle. It we think great and wonderful things
will happen, they will happen. We want great
and wonderful things to happen to this University and to this Guild. As Psalm 60, verse 12
states, "With God's help, we shall do mighty
things."

A program which can contribute so much
Valpo visibility and student recruitment is Valpo
Sunday. Our congregations can be a tremendous
source of strength. What an opportunity Valpo
Sunday gives for the Valpo story to be told. Let's
have 100% participation this February!
Now let us look at our other major objective:
our financial assistance to the University. This is
an area that we have somewhat soft-pedaled
these past few years. The time has come when
we will want to challenge ourselves to do much
better. The University will soon be embarking
upon a large fund raising campaign. Dr. Schnabel
will undoubtedly address himself to this when he
speaks to us tomorrow. You are all perhaps familiar with the Council on University Priorities
and Planning report which outlined the future
needs of the University. As the University begins
to fill these needs, a huge challenge lies before it
and the Guild.
Lest we feel we can relax because we just gave
7

The Report of the Executive Director

HOPE IS TO SING THE MELODY OF THE FUTURE

Betsy Nagel

college come to Val paraiso University and learn
about the Guild. "There is no other University
w ith a support group like that one. Go learn
from it!" And so the president asked the woman
to come and talk with me. A nd she'll come and
we'll talk about things. And I'll get excited about
the Guild, the way I always do if anybody asks
me about it! But if that consultant, that boar d of
directors or that president want to start a Guild,
they'll have to find the women who want to start
a Guild- and they'll have to have a hope and a
vision large enough to command the loyalty and
commitment that the women will need in order
to sustain such a Guild. And I wish them well.
And would you believe that th is makes the
fourth time in two years that I have been asked
to tell other colleges about the Guild. One college
in the east, two in the midwest and one in the far
southwest. And you might think that this is a bit
extraordinary. But I don't, really. For we are an
extraordinary group, one "unique in the history
of American Lutheranism," as the Aid Association fo r Lutherans describes us. But not just of
Lutheranism. For there is no other college or universit y in this country that has a Guild like ours,
a support group like ours. For we are a Guild in
which over half of our members are neither parents nor alums- but are simply interested, vital
Christian women who believe in the life and the
education of this place.
So what do I say when they ask me about the
Guild? I usually begin with our history and the
beginnings of the University itself. With the hope
that everybody had in those years that there
could be a real university where laymen and laywomen could prepare fo r careers in teaching,
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In the last week and a half three newspaper
editors have sent their feature writers to talk with
me about the Guild. They knew that we were
celebrating our 50th Anniversary and that we
were probably going to have the largest Convention ever. They'd seen that in other publicity, of
course. They wanted to know about our history,
about who we were and what we did and how
we did it. And why.
And a week ago today a woman from another
college in Indiana called me and asked if she
could come and talk with me, too. And we set
up an appointment for October 1. She wanted
to know all sorts of other things about the Guild .
For it seems that her college has just engaged an
educational consultant to help the president and
board of directors operate more successfullyor more probably, survive- in the difficult years
ahead. And one of the first things that the consultant advised was that somebody from that
8
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engineering, law, medicine-all sorts of secular
ways of service- and yet be able to study these
things in a university which has Christ as its
center.
And then I tell them that we nearly lost this
school during the depression. And I tell them
how 25 women organized to see what they could
do to help. And the hope they had. And looking
way back to those early years, these reporters
asked what was it that started these women to
gather others around them, form chapters, decided on purposes- the very same ones that we
have today in our bylaws, that we have printed
in our Wise Maiden brochure. What was it that
prompted these women to begin their moneymaking projects and travel around the country
to interest others in this place. Looking way
back, we see that what it was was that these women were looking way ahead. Their hope and
their reason for being was what they were going

to be able to do in and for the future. Because
hope is to sing the melody of the future.
It was their hope and their dream for this place
that began to move people. And the people began to move things. First you have a dream. And
then you have a plan. And then you do it. And
those women back there did it! But you see, to
them, they weren't "back there." They were just
on a piece of time, working and looking for the
future. For hope is to sing the melody of the
future.
You don't even know what the tune's going to
be, and you sure don't know the rhythm. You
only know that you are going to sing it!
And then, when I'm talking to the reporters, I
jump ahead about ten years and tell them about
a Guild grown to 4,000 members and to a University with still the same small and crowded campus. Still the same mud around Altruria Hall.
But with a new president. And people who had
heard 0. P. in those days have told me that when
you listened to President Kretzmann you knew
that you were at a great university. And the University and the Guild have shared this hope ever
since.
And then I hand the reporter a Wise Maiden
and let her read it. Let her see the list of projects
on the back. And the reporter gets really excited
about the Guild herself. And then I say, "But just
look at this!" And I give her a fuller list of our
projects during the years. Pages and pages and
pages of them.
And then I usually say that in the early years
our greatest gift to the University was to provide
the buildings and the facilities needed to make a
university so that there would be some place for
the students to come to. And the University still
needs some very critical buildings, some very
necessary facilities. And we're here to try to help
provide them. Yet nevertheless, I think that now,
perhaps, our greatest gift is the gift of ourselves
... what we do off campus to make and keep this
university.
And then I talk about our contact with the
churches, our country-wide participation in VU
Sunday, the six and a half thousand students
whom we personally contacted last year in the

Think

v.u.
Sunday
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Person to Person program. And I tell them about
our new members, our new chapters. And these
reporters know very well that the number of
people in volunteer organizations across this
whole country is declining drastically each year.
And when I tell them that we have 1,000 new
members just in this last year alone- that we
have 34 new chapters just in these last two years
-they are, quite honestly, amazed. For they see
in all that I'm saying a terrific new vitality
coupled with a very beautiful and long love for
this place.

Welcome new chapters
received at Convention I
Orlando
Florida

Schaumburg
Illinois

Lumen
Illinois

And of course the reporters ask me why are
we able to grow like this? And I tell them that I
think that people these days sense that things are
changing. Money is tighter: government loans to
students are smaller and more difficult to get.
They realize that they can't take a place like
Valpo for granted. That if they believe in small
private colleges, if they believe in private Christian education, they just have to come out of the
woodwork, stand up and be counted. They've
got to work and plan and hope for the future,
too. To be sure there is one.

Near North Chicago

We know from First Peter that we must be
able to give a reason for the hope that is in us.
And we have a number of those hopes. But our
first hope-our Lord Jesus Christ and his love
and his forgiveness, and the spreading of this
hope to the students at this place- is the hope
that ties everything else together. Just as the University ties everything together in this magnificent Chapel, whose very name proclaims the
resurrection. The hope of the life to come.

Texas

Illinois

Albuquerque
New Mexico

Land of Lakes
Minnesota

Greater Dallas
Texas

Houston
Palms to Pines
California

Phoenix
Arizona

Sun City
Arizona

The Guild in 1931 didn't know that it would
be giving a Guild Hall, a Gloria Christi Chapel,
a nuclear reactor, computer terminals or the
things we didn't know about this morning. And
we, too, can look only a short distance ahead
down the path before we reach a comer. But
around that comer we may see a great new need.
A great new challenge. A new hope. Or even
something that might be called a new vision.

Cheechako
Alaska

Milwaukee Golden Gems
Wisconsin

Lansing
Michigan

Grand Rapids

You see, we must walk on our piece of time
and sing our hope! Hope is to sing the melody of
the future. Faith is to dance it! Hope is to sing
the melody of the future. But faith is to put your
feet under you and dance.

Michigan

Cleveland South
Ohio

Capital Bells

And, ladies, you have been dancing for 50
years!

Ohio
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Meet
Our
New

Officers
Barbara Riethmeier
Welcome our new Secretary, Barbara Riethmeier of Penfield, New York. Barb joins the
Board after completing her term as Area I Director (1979-81). Barb has also been a member of
the national nominating committee (1980-81)
and the Western New York Rally committee
(1977 and 1978).
In Rochester, her home chapter, Barb has
served as president (1972-74 and 1976-77), newsletter editor (1970-74 and 1976-77) and as Advent Vespers coordinator (1974-78). She was
chairman of the committee on arrangements
when the University's Schola Cantorum gave a
concert in Rochester in 1978.
Through the years Barb has used her talents
in church and community, as well. She has been
president and secretary of the Altar Guild and
secretary of the Ladies Guild and of the Music
and Worship committee. She teaches Sunday
School and Bible School. Since 1977 she has been
secretary-treasurer of her AAL branch.
The Penfield Garden club, Friends of Penfield
Library committee and Rochester Landmark
Society are among her other interests. She has
also been a volunteer at the Rochester Christian
School.
Professionally Barb has taught English in high
school and has worked as a secretary in several
corporations.
She enjoys reading, cooking, camping, gardening and bowling. Sons Michael, 13, and Raymond, 10, and husband Alton, encourage her in
her interests.
Welcome, Barb!

The new Guild officers before the banquet (from left):
Mildred Kolterman, Betsy Nagel, Ruth Russler, Virginia
Amling, Barbara Riethmeier, Marty Mattes.

Mildred Kolterman
Welcome our new Treasurer, Mildred Kolterman of Wilton, Connecticut.
Milly has made a Guild home for herself in
chapters in Kentucky, New York and, now, the
Nutmeg State.
She was president of the Kentuckiana chapter
(1971-72), treasurer (1974-76), and vice president
(1976) of the Rochester chapter, which had
elected her its president in 1977, when she moved
to Connecticut before assuming office.
Milly's church activities include the Board of
Education, choir and Women's Gu ild. She's
taught Sunday and Bible schools and has been in
charge of arrangements for Passion Vespers. She
volunteers as a high school library aide and as a
visitor at a nursing home.
Milly has taught business courses in high
school and is bookkeeper for her husband's
engineering business.
Milly and Jim have a son, Jimmy, 13, and two
daughters, Linda, 16, and Kristine, a freshman
at Valpo.
Milly's interests include reading, swimming,
Bible study and cooking.
Welcome, Milly!
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The State of the University Address

POISED FOR PROGRESS
President Robert V. Schnabel
What a great convention! What a variety of
marvelous experiences and activities! What
colorful and meaningful Guild banners bedecking this Chapel of the Resurrection! It has been
said many times, many ways, but the most direct
way to greet you at this festive Golden Anniversary Convention of the University Guild is to
say, "Happy Birthday."
Mindful of all who have been part of the Guild
over its h alf century, I think of the way the
Apostle Paul began so many of his letters to
those brought to the Gospel fellowship of faith
through his ministry. "First, I thank my God
through Jesus Christ for all of you because your
faith is proclaimed in all the world." (Romans
1:8)
So, likewise, all of us at this University give
thanks for you, the members of the Guild, for the
leadership and service of President Ruth Russler
and other current officers, past presidents and
officers, and executive directors So Heidbrink,
Ber Ruprecht, and Betsy Nagel.

students are from Lutheran congregations, with
most of the remainder coming from Roman
Catholic, Methodist, Presbyterian, Episcopalian,
Baptist, and other Protestant congregations.
Faculty and Staff
The group of twenty new fac ul ty members is
one of the strongest in recent years. We are also
blessed in having highly competent and dedicated top administrative officers, including the
deans of our colleges. Dr. Forrest L. Vance, new
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, comes
to Valparaiso University from a major leadership
position at the University of Rochester, where
he achieved a distinguished academic and professional record.
Academic Progra m
This year we have introduced some new programs to meet student and societal needs: a computer science major; a master of music graduate
program; new minors in Asian studies, British
studies, and information systems, and new programs in American studies and music merchandising.

I. THE CURRENT SITUATION
Enrollment
Let me begin by telling you what a blessing we
have in our enrollment th is year, with 3,898 fulltime day students enrolled. This is just a few less
than last year, and in both of these years our
full-time day-student enrollment has been the
highest since 1970. With an additional 570 students enrolled in our Evening, Graduate, and
Hospital Nursing School divisions, our total enrollment this year is 4,468.
The enrollment of new students is a special
source of joy. We have 930 new freshmen, 173
new upperclass transfer students, and 123 new
First Year Law students- over 1,200 new students
in all on campus. Another source of joy is that
120 of our new freshmen are sons and daughters
of Valpo alumni. Approximately half of our new
12

Financial Affairs and Resource Acquisition

and performing arts; a building located on the
central campus to house faculty members of the
College of Arts and Sciences {now housed in an
old building on the West Campus which is far
removed from students and instructional buildings), and a facility to house the University's various administrative offices {now widely dispersed
throughout the campus).
The University Board of Directors is now organizing a National Committee to head up a
major fundraising program for the decade of the
1980s to provide the financial and physical resources needed to sustain and strengthen the University. Architects have been engaged to develop
preliminary designs for an Athletics-Recreation
Center and Law School facilities; these preliminary designs will be used in the fundraising
effort.

We are profoundly thankful that the University completed the 1980-81 year "in the black"
{the 25th time in the last 26 years it has done so),
despite the ravages of inflation, the impact of the
energy crisis, government regulations and other
sources of economic stress. Our 1980-81 operating budget was about $25,000,000 and we
ended the year with a "working balance" of
$32,000. This is a narrow margin, but it is an
operating balance.
The University's endoWIX:lent, which was barely $1,000,000 thirteen years ago, is now approaching $16,000,000 and, by investment earnings, now provides over $1,000,000 in operating
funds each year for scholarships, building support, and other special purposes. Encouraging
as this is, the sobering truth is that a university
of Valparaiso's size and type should have an endowment fund some five times greater than it
now has.

III. PERPLEXITIES AND PROSPECTS
The greatest perplexity experienced by the
University has to do with student financial aid.
Federal and state governments have embarked
on programs to reduce expenditures of all kinds,
including those for student financial aid. With
student financial aid funds frozen or reduced, the
gap between family resources and costs of higher
education grows greater each year. Seven out of
ten students at Valparaiso receive some financial
aid, based on need as determined by analysis of
the financial status of students' families. In the
current year, the average amount of financial
aid, from government and institutional resources, awarded to Valpo students is about $3400.

II. UNIVERSITY PLANNING
The work of the Council on University Priorities and Planning, initiated over two years ago,
culminated in a report which was received by the
University Board of Directors as a guide to University development. One of the Council's recommendations, that the University engage a
campus planning consultant, was fulfilled with
the appointment of Richard P. Dober and Associates, Belmont, Massachusetts- one of the country's best known and most successful campus
planning firms. The Dober Report was completed
in June, 1981, and accepted by the Board at its
summer meeting.

:....

IV. UNIVERSITY-GUILD PARTNERSHIP
IN PRESSING FORWARD
As we face the opportunities and challenges of
these years, we are profoundly grateful for the
understanding, support, and partnership of the
Guild and others in the University family-the
ones we serve and to whom we pledge our continuing efforts to serve as well as we can.
We celebrate and give thanks for the Guild's
Person to Person program. It is moving forward.
This past year Guild Person to Person workers
handled 8,871 prospective student cards-up
1,371 from the prior year. Guild members contacted 6,349 prospective students and returned
their cards-up 2,172 from the prior year-and
all of these returned cards enabled the Admissions Office to send follow-up letters to these

The Council on University Priorities and Planning put forward recommendations of many
kinds, including intensified student recruitment
and retention, enhancement of academic programs and instruction, improvement of faculty
salaries, and many others to strengthen the University internally. A primary recommendation
of the Council was that a program be developed
for the acquisition of needed resources. These
include financial and physical resources. Among
the physical resources are a facility to meet student needs in the areas of physical education,
recreational sports, and intercollegiate athletics;
enlarged facilities for the ·school of Law; a facility
to meet essential needs in the areas of the fine
13

was $660 and in that same year the cost of a
standard Ford or Chevrolet automobile was
$905; in 1951 total annual costs at Valpo were
$1100 and a standard Ford or Chevy cost $1700;
in 1961 the annual cost to attend Valpo was
$1750 and a standard Ford or Chevy was priced
at $2700; in 1971 the cost of attending Valpo for
a year was $2200 and the cost of a new Ford or
Chevy was $3150. Notice that total costs to attend Valpo have remained about two-thirds of
the cost of a new standard, "low-priced" car. In
the last decade we have experienced unprecedented inflation. So in 1981, the total yearly cost
to attend Valpo is $6300, but this year a standard
new Ford or Chevy costs $9600; the two-thirds
ratio is still applicable!
Prices have increased tenfold from 1941 to
1981. To accept a challenge today equivalent to
that accepted by the courageous Guild members
in 1941, when they accepted a $75,000 goal for
Guild Hall, would be ten times as much: that is,
$750,000. This is not an increase; it is only what
today we call"adjustment for inflation."
Valparaiso University, which is now "poised
for progress," issues the call again to the Guild
to join in a "crusade" for Christian higher education at this critical time in history. If each of us
here-and the other 4,500 Guild members back
at home-captures the vision and senses the level
of commitment needed, under God it will happen.
Decisions and commitments will need to be
made. We welcome this. Difficulties and challenges are things that show our metal. We are
not bound to win, but to be true. We are not
bound to succeed, but to live up to what light
and grace we have received. The giving of oneself is not difficult for one burning with passion
for a great cause.
Valparaiso is worth praying for, working for,
and supporting. The Valparaiso University Guild
is worth praying for, working for, supporting.
There is no other institution of higher education quite like Valpo anywhere. There is no
other partner community like the Valpo Guild
anywhere. Let us move forward together to face
the challenges of the hour, to take up the tasks
and risks we have been given, in the nam~ and
by the command of our Lord, Who empowers
us by His Spirit and frees and unites us in His
life.

prospective students. Out of the 2,024 students
who expressed interest, 314 submitted applications and well over half (171) did actually enroll
and are now here at Valpo.
The Guild was part of ths year's enrollment
victory! We are grateful.
The Guild has been a mighty helping arm of
the University throughout the years in securing
financial resources. These financial resources
then helped the University to provide the physical resources- buildings and facilities- that have
transformed the institution. Indeed, all we need
do is look at the campus to see the wonderful
benefits of Guild financial support.
Guild Hall, a six-year Guild project (including furnishings) in 1941-47, was followed immediately by a three-year project (1947-50) to provide $100,000 toward
erection of a chapel on the new campus.
There have been many other multipleyear Guild projects: Dau-Kreinheder
furnishings (1952-55); Gloria Christi
Chapel (1955-58); campus beautification
(1950-52); Heritage Hall renewal (195961); Dau-Kreinheder Lounge (1962-64);
Guild Admissions Center (1964-66); and
Baldwin Hall Renovation, for Art Department use (1977-79).
The many other one-year projects for gymnasium equipment, tennis courts, academic equipment, residence hall furniture, campus landscaping, the Brandt Campanile Bells, and (in the
current year) the Jubilee Year "free gifts" to
academic departments, all have provided very
significant additions to the University. But it has
been the multiple-year projects, especially the
six-year Guild Hall project, which have had the
most significant impact on the University.
Yesterday afternoon Emma Hoppe reminded
us of the startling challenge put before the Guild
in 1940 by its new president, 0. P. Kretzmann:
$75,000 to provide Guild Hall. In faith and hope,
and with vision and courage, the Guild of that
day accepted this challenge and, when it was
done, went "over the top," reaching a total of
$98,000 for building and furnishings.
Our whole economy has moved radically up
since the 1941-47 period. Just think of this: in
1941, the total cost to attend Valpo for a year
14

THE STUDENT TODAY
by Dolores Ruosch

Dean of Women Dolores Ruosch, at podium, addresses the Convention. With her at the speakers'
table are, from the left, Secretary Joan Hofmeister, President Ruth Russler, Parliamentarian Lynn
Bahls and 1st Vice President Virginia Amling.

It is my privilege this afternoon to return during
your 50th anniversary celebration and briefly
sketch for you a verbal picture of the college
students of today .

are bifocals, bunions, bridges, bulges, and baldness. I've still got one to go, and I'll let you figure
out which one that is!
Today's college student is different from the student who went to college in the late 1960s. But
one must be aware of the myth and the reality
of student generations portrayed in the newspapers, movies, records, etc. These images are
caricatures.

I was thinking of how the years have rolled
along since I spoke to you about the students of
the early 60s, and as I was preparing this speech
I came across the five sure signs of old age.
I want to take a minute to give them to you to
check yourselves. They all start with "b." They

And every college generation has been so portrayed- students of the 1920s as wet, wild and
wicked; students of the 1930s as somber and radical; students of the 1940s as mature and "in a
hurry"; students of the 1950s as silent, and students of the 1960s as angry and activist.

Dolores Ruosch wears many hats: Dean of
Women, Associate Professor of Education, Director of Scheele Hall and Director of Sorority
Affairs at VU. A graduate of Valpo with an
advanced degree from the University of Southern
California, she joined the faculty in 1961 after
teaching in Indiana and California. She is active
in professional and civic affairs and served as
the first woman president of the United Way
Fund of Porter County.

These generational images emphasize newly
emerging trends- not universal practices or
even majority behavior. With time and distance,
generational images evolve into caricatures and
myths.
Nonetheless, real differences do exist between
15

The losers have been the fields where occupational opportunities are limited- education, the
humanities, and several of the social sciences.

college students today and their counterparts of
the 1960s, 50s, 40s, etc.
I do hope that the thoughts I bring you today are
more palatable than those as seen by one of my
former elementary pupils who wrote this about
Martin Luther: "After a diet of worms, Luther
said, 'So help me God, I can take no other
course!'"

Competition, the war of each against all, is one
obvious result. To be sure, students who choose
popular preprofessional fields, like the prelaw
and premedical courses, must do very well if
they are to win a place in oversubscribed and
highly selective graduate schools.

Student character has changed today. Students
are now more career-oriented, better groomed,
more concerned with material success, more concerned with self, and more practical. Students are
also less radical, less activist and less hostile.

Students harbor a curious ambivalence about
grades. The Carnegie Surveys of 1976 stated that
only one out of eight students claim not to care
about grades, but cyn-i-cism about them is high,
and the pressure to earn them is enormous.

Student politics today are more centrist or middle-of-the-road. Ideological and political interest
is relatively low.

What makes the situation more extraordinary is
that today's college students are less well prepared than their counterparts of the 1960s. Undergraduate ability in the three R's- reading,
writing, and arithmetic-has plummeted downward in recent years.

Many students are more socially oriented than
serious. Membership in fraternities and sororities rises. Sports and intercollegiate athletics
grow in popularity-coeducational intramural
teams are booming. Racquetball is the fastest
growing new sport.

On the face of it, the poverty of undergraduate
preparation, the race for jobs, the competitive
atmosphere on campus, and the pressure for
grades would seem to make the university a fairly
dreadful experience for today's students.

Students are more involved in religious activities. Chapel attendance is increasing. Many tend
to be less intellectual or academically oriented
and less desirious of instruction that treats the
burning social concerns of the day.

Not so! They are more satisfied with college than
the students of the sixties, who, by the way, were
extremely satisfied.

There has been a sharp shift in protest issues. In
1969 the three most frequent causes for unrest
were the war in Vietnam, minority rights, and
rules of student conduct. In 1980, they were
student fees, institutional facilities, and faculty
hiring and firing. The emphasis has changed from
primarily external issues to seemingly more meoriented internal campus issues.

This is a socially liberal generation. Current student liberalism is rooted in issues of personal
freedom, that is, the rights of individuals to pursue their own lives without the encumbrance of
external restrictions- more concerned with
right than responsibilities. The emphasis here is
upon "me," not upon "us."

Top among the reasons freshmen give for attending college is to get a better job. Vocational fields
are drawing students in great numbers.

Alcohol is the number one drug problem on
campuses today, arising from a combination of
the need for release from academic pressures
and an epidemic of despair sweeping the nation's
young people. Beer and alcohol are this generation's equalizers- their Great Icebreakers.

The big gainers are business, nursing, the health
professions, biology (as the gateway to medical
school), and other technical fields like engineering. Business ranks first.

Prudence is also the byword in sexual relation-
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ships. Promiscuity is thought to be a bad thing.
Valpo students' attitudes reflect a more conservative view in this area than the national student norms.

To preppies, a sense of humor is something to be
acquired like a Mercedes or a pair of loafers. I
overheard the following example of prep humor
between three sorority girls sitting in the lounge
in Scheele. They referred to a certain professor
as "Thermometer'' because of his many degrees.
They then called a colleague of his, who teaches
in the same department, "Sanka" because they
said that 97 percent of his active ingredients had
been removed. That's prep humor!

This reminds me when I happened to be in Memorial Hall on the day many upperclass students
were moving in. A couple was sitting in the main
floor lounge holding hands. I overheard a mother
in the entrance say to her daughter, "Marcia, I
wonder if a nice girl would be holding that boy's
hand?" Her daughter quickly replied, "Mother,
nowadays a nice girl has to!"

College students are optimistic about their personal futures but pessimistic about the future of
the country.

Dances and parties are common fun time pursuits. Music among students is big business. I
read somewhere that each of America's 11 million college students buys an average of ten
record albums a year. In terms of what's become
popular, rock, jazz, disco, and even classical
records are selling in greater numbers than ever
before.

They are fearful and apprehensive about the
economy, pollution, energy, crime, morals, and
nuclear war.
There is a sense among many of today's undergraduates that they are passengers on a sinking
ship, a Titanic if you will, called the United States
or the world. Perhaps this is part of the reason
why suicide has become the second leading cause
of death among students in the 1970s exceeded
only by accidents.

Campus religious groups are growing especially
on our campus: Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship, Fellowship of Christian Athletes, Lutheran
Youth Encounter, Campus Life Youth for Christ,
One In The Spirit, Campus Christian Prayer
Meeting.

Be that as it may, today's fatalism fuels a spirit
of justified hedonism. (The doctrine that pleasure or happiness is the highest good.)

New activities like jogging have become fashionable, and old ones such as streaking have become
pass€ (thank goodness!).

There is a growing belief among college students
that, if they are doomed to ride on the Titanic,
they ought at least to make the trip as pleasantmake that as lavish- as possible and go first
class, for they assume there is nothing better.

On the whole, students are much better dressed.
The patched jeans or tattered shirts which were
apparently held together by memories, if not
much else, are scarcely visible now. They've
been replaced by fashionable rugby shirts and
prefaded and designer jeans.

Going first class is expensive. Today's college
students know this and are more interested in
earning money than their predecessors. For this
generation, going first class means consumer
goods aplenty.

The preppie look is in for men and women. This
includes Lacoste shirts with the alligator symbol,
Sperry top-sider shoes, button-down cotton oxford cloth shirts, L.L. Bean's rubber moccasins,
shetland sweaters, Harris tweeds, Burberry's
storm coats, tartans and regimental ties. Men
and women dress as much alike as possible. Blue
blazers, khaki skirt or khaki slacks, and the gray
flannel suit are cornerstones of the prep wardrobe.

Between seven and eight out of every ten college
freshmen say that having the latest fashions,
records, sporting goods, and books is very important to them. Students enjoy having money
and they enjoy spending it.
Educational aspiration is an obvious area where
the women's liberation/equality movement has
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Disenchanted with politics
Moderate in political attitudes
Liberal in social attitudes
Weak in basic skills
Career-oriented
Competitive
Diverse in life styles and background
Concerned with personal development (physical and spiritual)
Optimistic about their individual futures
Pessimistic about the future of the country
Interested in material success
Friendly and pleasant
Pragmatic

been quite potent.
In the late 1960s, teaching was by far the top job
choice among women students. Today being a
business executive, a lawyer, an engineer, or a
nurse are more popular careers for women than
elementary or secondary school teaching. This
was not even remotely the case ten years ago.
There has been a rapid and dramatic decline in
the percentage of college students, who plan on
being full time housewives. The magic word in
career choice today is "professional." Accounting, business, law, engineering, optometry, pharmacy, and most other professions are growing.

There's only one big thing wrong with the younger generation. A lot of us don't belong to it any
more!

If the philosophy guiding this gei'Ieration is not
"The more you learn, the more you earn," it is
certainly something on the order of "Learn the
right thing and earn a lot of money."

I leave you now with this advice. "If you want to
stay young-associate with youth. If you want to
get old quickly, try to keep up with them."

The cream of America's young people, the most
exciting and intellectually curious college students, are now choosing professional schools
over graduate schools because of the superior
rewards and brighter employment prospects.

In closing now I would like to take this opportunity to tell you that exactly a year ago today I
can remember hearing the phone ring as I was
being wheeled back into my hospital room in
Evanston, Illinois, with both of my eyes covered
with bandages following surgery.

Even though glitter and gold are part of the driving force for this generation-more so than for
their predecessors of the 1960s-a nobler
motivation and a more altruistic spirit are present as well. Nearly two out of three freshmen
think that it is essential or very important to
help others who are in trouble.

I recall hearing my hospital roommate answer
the phone and tell someone on the other end that
the doctor reported that I came through the eye
surgery with flying colors.

There has been a sharp drop in the proportion of
college freshmen who say they plan to get married while in college or within a year of leaving
college.

Then I heard her say, "Dody, Jane Looman wants
you to know that the Guild women at the convention are praying for your ea1·ly and full recovery."

Among college freshmen, nearly seven out of ten
say that raising a family is very important or
essential to them.

Today I want to take this opportunity to publicly thank each one of you for those prayers of
healing...

After all these facts, what can one conclude
about current college students? Most generally,
that they form a special generation-like all
others. More specifically, that on the average
they are:

And I want to also publicly thank God for two of
your members- Jane Looman and Lois Gahl
who are truly the Lord's representatives of angels
here on earth!

Self-concerned and me-oriented
Nonideological

May God richly bless each of them and each of
you!
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our good neighbor who was cat-sitting for us.
(Our neighbor will cat-sit anytime at all for more
of that topping!-and now we can't recall the
name of the chapter who cooked up that topping.) Two levels of gorgeous Guild Goodieswho could ask for anything more!

A banner Convention in session.

And the splendor continues (we can't believe
it)-with the banners hung around the balcony
with care. Each individual banner told its own
story, but there was no question that they were
all related and belonged together. Opening devotions in the Chapel were both special and spectacular.
Virginia Amling, leh, and Alma Moeller, right, give serious
consideration to bazaar goodies.

Then to the History Exhibit in the Great Hall
to see ourselves as others saw us and to see those
who were doing it all for all those fifty years.
We were always in vogue. We were always working, building, dedicating, celebrating: a Great
Golden Oak-think about it-once a few acorns!
Depressions, recessions, blizzards, fires- nothing daunted the Guild. That exhibit told it all!
That was proof positive itself! Thanks to exhibit
assembler Della Bauer, to Kay Hallerberg, and to
Sue Schoech, who mounted the exhibit, we came
face to face with all this before 10 a.m.! Whew!
Seventeen new chapter presidents receive charters and gavels.

We welcomed seventeen new chapters! . . .
which brings total new chapters during the Jubilee to thirty-four ... and there could very well
be more during the next several months. We
could still reach our goal of fifty new chapters
before Council.
"I wish each of you could sit in this spot to
view this beautiful assembly of women and
banners from this podium." That's how national
President Ruth Russler began her report. Nor
should it be overlooked that the view from just
about everywhere else was equally splendid. "A
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Della Bauer stands at one of the golden oak trees in the Guild
history exhibit.
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thing-and a willingness to accept new challenges. We can't say it any better than she did,
so here is a direct quote: "With prayer and hard
work we can accomplish miracles . .. , with God's
help we shall do mighty things."

jubilee shall that fiftieth year be to you." We all
know that that theme for our JUBILEE was suggested by our beloved departed past president
Wilma Jacobs-and now we are finally reaching
the culmination of the celebration! Ruth's words
overflowed with thanksgiving to God for allowing us to grow and serve over these years. In a
tribute to the courage of those women during the
early years, she recalled that in May of 1941,
when Mrs. Hoppe was national president (in
September, 1981, Mrs. Hoppe was sitting just a
few seats from this writer!), Dr. 0. P. Kretzmann, who had been president for a mere seven
months, asked the Guild to raise $75,000 in seven
years! The following convention voted to raise
the money just like that. By 1947 the Guild had
raised not $75,000, but $96,000-that's really
true.

Delegates returning to chapel after lw1ch have an opportunity
to examine the banners brought to Convention by more than
100 chapters.

Our Calendar chair man urged us to boost our
calendar sales, which, alas, have been lagging;
that's not like us! Are you artistic? Talented
Guild members (and there are plenty of us) are
asked to come forward with their art work for
the next calendar cover. You are probably more
talented than you think.
Because of illness our beloved So Heidbrink,
former executive director, could not offer the
prayer at the close of the morning session. Betty
Kretzmann read So's prayer.
Off to Hilltop Gymnasium for luncheon during which we were privileged to witness an excellent performance by several very well disciplined
student gymnasts. An extra tn!at to go with the
extra fine food. (We think they are spoiling us!)
Back again in the Chapel for the afternoon
session highlighted by the report of our Executive
Director Betsy Nagel. Ruth Russler presented
Betsy to us as our "Golden Nugget," and that she
is-we can't im prove on that. Betsy told us of
inquiries received from the media and from various colleges. The questions were about the
Guild (what else?) and what was it all about?
How does it do what it does? How does something like this get started? They wanted to know
our secret!
Betsy had the answers. She could explain that
we are an extraordinary group; there is no other

The last six Guild calendars on display in the history exhibit.
Guild members are encouraged to submit cover designs for
1983.

This the Guild accomplished at sweet sixteen!
How much older and wiser we are now! More
chapters, more members. We should be able to
raise $830,000 in a similar period. Our Jubilee
$50,000 Golden Gift was divided among the
academic departments for their use as they desired. This gift told the faculty, we care, and we
do! But we don't stop there-not us. Ruth went
on to note how this celebration has given us new
life, new chapters, new members, new every24

~allege in the country that has a support group
hke ours; our c~urageous founders were looking
way ahead; their hope and reason for being was
what they were going to be able to do for the
future.

give us all "a big fat hug!" And for all that she
was presented with Cookbooks Volumes I a~d 1!
bound in gold. It was Bette's idea to have a cookbook in the first place! Obviously that was a
pretty good idea- in the first place!
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The Convention listens to the report of Executive Director
Betsy Nagel.
Proceeds from the sale of the first two volumes of The Guild
Cookbook provide four $1000 scholarships annually to sons
or daughters of Guild members.

She further astounded the reporters with
pages and pages listing our projects-in good
times and bad we produced (with our unique
technique). She told of the students whom we
personally contact, thus assisting in increasing
enrollment when enrollments in other colleges
are down. When the reporters would point out
that the number of volunteers across the country is constantly decreasing, Betsy could tell
them of all our new members and new chaptersand that over half of our members are not
alums. Nor did she omit telling them of the hope
that is in us-our hope in our Lord Jesus Christ,
and it is the spreading of this hope in this place
that ties everything else together. "Hope is to
sing the melody of the future, and faith is to
dance it." So she answered their questions! Shall
we dance?
Guild Cookbook III is on its way! Chairman
Barbara Maas welcomes your recipes and ideas,
and with our many new chapters and new members, there is absolu tely no question that the
future of the third cookbook will be bright
indeed!
Fiftieth Anniversary Committee chairman
Bette Froehlich was at a loss for words, made all
but speechless by the overwhelming response of
so many to our Golden jubilee- the Amen Corner, the Board of Directors, you, me and people
we never heard from before. She just wanted to

For the Fiftieth Anniversary Gift committee
Jackie Jungemann reported that the $27,500
raised by the one-time Jubilee contribution of $50
per giver was used by the individual academic
departments for their individual needs, along
with our Jubilee year project funds.
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A cheering section along the route of "The Just One More"
Guild Run.

Enthusiasm for the Guild Run had not run
out. Janie Lichtfuss give instructions for Saturday morning's Run-"Come rain or sunshine the
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Donna Nicholus, is all about. Our growth represented by these new chapters gives us renewed
faith (in ourselves) that what we have been doing
for the past fifty years is still worth doing.
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While President Ruth Russler looks on, n ew chapter presidents Irma Riethmeier, Orlando, Florida; Judy Mohrman,
Phoenix, Arizona (back to camera); and Donna Nicholus,
Anchorage, Alaska, wait for Executive Director Betsy Nagel
to present the next new charter and gavel.

In his State of the University address, President Schnabel reviewed for the Convention the
important role the Guild has played in the history of th~ University and thanked the assembly
for the umque partnership of Guild and University. He introduced Or. Forrest L. Vance, new
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences. We
are friends already!

They are still spoiling us! What a tasty box
lunch we enjoyed with our respective area directors in Christ College. And then the Guild was
running again -this time between rain showers
and thunder claps- but we made it back to our
meeting in the Chapel. And then it came! The
Great Challenge of the 80s: We were asked to
adopt as our project for the five-yea r period
1981-1986, to raise SSOO,OOO to build six racquetball and handball courts, these courts to be designated as the Guild Courts (the Guild knows no
bounds)-a major expansion of the physical education facilities. Once again, the past was prologue-the motion was carried without a single
dissenting vote and the Convention assumed
the largest project the Guild has ever embraced!
Moved by the overwhelming response-there
were some misty eyes-we pulled ourselves together, sat up straight and enjoyed hearing what
Dean Dolores Ruosch had to say about today's
students- their interests, their goals, their priorities. And two students told us further of the valuable Valpo experience and how it has become a
part of, and in fact changed, their lives. This
time there were no dry eyes (sniff, sniff). We got
the message! They told it like it is, and it is good
news. Made us feel quite certain that we are on
the winning team and on the right track!

Fred PahJ
A
. • ' Man ager 0 f G eneral Benevolences for the Aid
ssooati~n for Lutherans, congratulates the Guild on it5
. •
50th anruversary. l as1 sprmg
th e AAl awarded the G ild
$10,000 to make possible the printing of its 50-year hist ory.
u

~ith a risin~ ovation from Convention, Professor Janet
S•evers,
.
nati a1 left, IS presented with a Guild
· anruversary
p1ate by
. on . Treasurer lois Hoeppner. Janet, retiring from th
Uruvers•ty this
·
has for many years audited the trea-e
· spnng,
surer's books as her gift to the Guild.

.Every Guild member will receive a copy of the
History of the Guild, thanks to a S10 000 g a t
from th e AAL covenng
.
'
rThe
n
publication costs.
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history will be ready in February. Watch for it!
This is no book-of-the-month; it is the book-ofthe-semi-centennial. Publication date is planned
for February so that the Golden Anniversary
Convention can be included.
Our 1981 Calendar Fund receipts-over $2,800
-will purchase for the University a campus map
and directory encased in lighted steel frame, to
be strategically located so you and everyone else
will know "You are here!" Guild Run pledges
amounted to almost $6,000. A charter member,
daughters and granddaughters of charter members and long-time Convention-goers were recognized. Then Ruth Russler brought down the
gavel on the final session of the Golden Jubilee
Convention!
•

•

'

What glamour! The culmination of the Convention with all the splendor of the aurora borealisthat's what it was- a festival of lights. Keep
your eyes on this page for a verbal glimpse of the
Convention banquet. That was candle power!

----------------------~
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~
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Saturday, September 26th, 6:30 p.m. and time to light the
candles.

Upon entering the banquet room (also known
as Hilltop Gymnasium-and whose general
boundaries had by this time moved right into
the very heart and soul of every Guild member),
the Convention-goers found themselves in a
sparkling galaxy of candle lights. The banquet
decorations and the handsome printed program
for this special evening were provided by the
three original fifty-year-old and still going strong
chapters: Fort Wayne, Appleton and Detroit.

Smiles at the banquet head table from, left to right, Jane Looman, Ellen Schnabel, banquet speaker Alfred Looman, and
President Ruth Russler.

Don't put this down-read on-there's more.
Brace yourself for another winner. What glitter!

For posterity and the cameras, the lights flash on.
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Fresh and beautiful floral arrangements and
and glistening plants set up with special decorating skills were the gift of long-time friend of the
University, Mr. Harry Pappas of Valparaiso.

With golden roses, gleaming brass, and dancing candlelight,
the banquet begins.

small candle on our own piece of birthday cake.
How the Guild glittered! Alive and aloud the
room resounded with Happy Birthday. We made
a w ish and blew out our candle. Somehow at
this moment we took our first step into the next
half century-at once an exciting flash of reflection and of rededication.

\9

Escorted by Byron Kamp, the past national presidents and
executive director come forward to light the Guild's 50 birthday candles. Here Irma Schmalz brings to light the third tier
of the five-foot cake.

At each member's place there was a rose, and
that rose (ours now in a bud vase on our breakfas t table) is a "Guild Golden" -silken and significant. It conjures up a special image-of our
historic past, of our exciting and challenging present and of our focus for the future. Or. Karl H.
Henrichs, one of the founding supporters of the
Guild, offered the table prayer, and his w ife,
Luetta, a charter member of the Guild, was in
attendance.
The menu was as gala as the event itself- a
diner's delight: shrimp cocktail, prime rib, salad
and vegetables al dente. And then our manytiered anniversary cake-ceremoniously lighted
by such Guild superstars as the past executive
director and the past national presidents. Each
of us then from the candle on our table lit the

Toastmistress Betty Kretzmann begins her introductions.

The Fiftieth Anniversary would not have been
complete if toastmistress Betty Kretzmann had
not been with us. Her sparkle enhanced that of
the candle-lighted banquet room as she introduced the "lovely program": the beautiful musical selections by Martha Burwell, harpist, and
Marcia Lewis, vocalist, and the speaker "loved
by more students, alumni and Guild members
30

with renewed confidence and added zeal. As the
evening drew to a close, Betsy Nagel announced
that the proceeds from the bazaar amounted to
over $13,000! That's the Guild for you, and that
gave us the good night's sleep we needed to get
a head start on our next fifty years.
What a jubilant evening-applauded as well
by the heavens-for there we were surrounded
by thunder and lightening, the whole family, in
the palm of His hand!
Bright and beautiful-Sunday, September 27,
1981. Who will ever forget the Convention worship service! With hearts and hands and voices,
with trumpets and banners (those beautiful banners) and bells and choirs we gathered in the
Chapel! Convention preacher Dr. Oswald Hoffmann reiterated how truly wonderful it is to lift
up our voices in thanksgiving this day for the
generous gifts of these last fifty years- and also
in thanksgiving for the soldiers in the ranks. It is
membership in the body of Christ which transforms us from ordinary to extraordinary people,
he said, doing everything we do in the name of
Jesus. "That's real life." And so as participants of
that real life, renewed and refreshed, zealous
and confident, we headed homeward carrying
new challenges to the soldiers in the ranks.

Marcia lewis, mezzosoprano, and Martha Burwell, harpist,
continue the magic of the evening.

than any other person in the University ... he
was secretary of that, secretary of this, dean of
this and dean of that, my friend and your friend"
-and with that preamble, Betty turned the
podium over to AI Looman, a member of the
family. And that's how he addressed our assembly. He became aware of the Guild immediately
upon his arrival on campus on September 11,
1939, for the Guild had just replaced "the lumpy
Lembke mattresses" and put new furniture in the
study rooms . AI has known every Guild national
president since Mrs. Schultz (she was No. 1),
and has worked closely with every executive
director: So Heidbrink, Bernice Ruprecht and
Betsy Nagel. Knowing our family so long and so
well, his authoritative accounts of our productive past and his words of encouragement for
our future immediately put us in the fast lane

A Sunday morning highlight, President Schnabel's installation of the new officers and the commending of those whose
terms are finishing. From left to right, 2nd Vice President
Marty Mattes; lst Vice President Virginia Amling; President
Schnabel; President Ruth Russler; past national Secretary,
Joan Hofmeister; past national Treasurer, lois Hoeppner;
Secretary Barbara Riethmeier and Treasurer Mildred Kolterman.
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How's that for a non-stop weekend! And now
we rub our eyes-we shake off the gold dustit's Monday morning-back in reallife!-everywhere U.S.A. That's where the Guild is.
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The room glows with nearly 1300 candles when each Guildie
lights her birthday cake.
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When you're on campus

WELCOME TO HERITAGE HALL!

As many of you know from your tour of Old Campus at Convention, the Guild offices
have been moved to much larger, more attractive and more efficient quarters. Still in Heritage Hall, the oldest and most historic building on campus (as you'll see from the 1982 Guild
calendar), those of us in the Guild's new offices now look out onto the quadrangle from the
four windows to the right of the main entrance.

.........
Esther Kruger, Coordinator of Special Services
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When we're all in town, there will
be fou r of us to welcome you. Betsy
Nagel carries on as executive director
and Lee Kleinhans continues as managing editor of the Bulletin. Esther Kruger has moved along the corridor to
replace Bette Galow as coordinator of
special services, and we have welcomed to Esther's former position of
administrative assistant a person brand
new to Heritage Hall and to the Guild
office. But not new to the University
or the Guild.

Sharon Hersemann (nee Franzen)
graduated from Valpo in June, 1965,
and married Daryl! Hersemann one
week later. They had known each
other most of their lives in Peoria,
Illinois, where Sharon's father served
as the principal of Trinity Lutheran
School. As Daryl! moved up the ladder from one university deanship to
another, Sharon worked first in Walla
Walla as a caseworker for the State of
Washington Department of Public Aid
and then, when Daryll was completing
his Ph.D. at Northwestern, as a caseworker for the Lutheran Welfare Services of Illinois.

Betsy Nagel, Executive Director

In 1976, when Daryll became Valpo's vice president for student affairs, the Hersemanns, now with
two daughters, Susan and Jennifer, moved to Valpo's campus. Sharon joined the Guild immediately and
for the last four years has served as the Valpo chapter's very successful cake project chairman. Since
September Sharon has happily added her skills, her commitment to both Valpo and the Guild, and her
beautiful warmth to the very sincere welcome extended to you by all of us in the Guild office. Welcome
to Heritage!
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Sharon Hersemann, Administrative Assistant

Lee Kleinhans, Managing Editor of the Bulletin
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THE PROJECT RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, The students of Valparaiso University have a need
for additional recreational and athletic facilities;
WHEREAS, The Valparaiso University Guild has as one of its
objectives to seek to provide facilities necessary
for the student's physical welfare;
WHEREAS, Our National President, Ruth Russler, has challenged us to dedicate ourselves to making the
1980s the top decade in every respect for our
Guild and especially for the financial support so
desperately needed for our beloved University;
RESOLVED, That the Valparaiso University Guild adopt as its
project for the five-year period 1981-1986 the
raising of $500,000 to build six racquetball/
handball courts;
RESOLVED, That these courts will be built as a separate
structure adjoining and connecting to the new
Athletic/Recreational Center; and,
RESOLVED, That these six courts be designated as "The Guild
Courts."

The resolution was adopted September 26, 1981.

'

An architect's sketch of the University's new athletic and recreation center
as viewed from the southeast. In the foreground is the current Hilltop Gymnasium with a new entrance, while in the background is the new 80,000square foot addition. The architects, Daverman and Associates, have

The Lord has done great things for us:
whereof we are glad.
Psalm 126:3

This exhibit cannot do justice to the magnitude and
the many facets of the achievements of the Valparaiso
University Guild during the first fifty years, 1931 - 1981.
All over the campus there are monuments to the faith,
the dedication, the enthusiasm, the energy, the time of
countless Guild women. The spirit of these women, their
foresight, their strength, their love, and their loyalty to
the cause of Christ£an higher education at Valparaiso
Univers-ity, are all part of the warp and woof of the
fabric of the University. We cannot name them all.
we cannot count the heads or the hands. .. we cannot
count the hours. . . they are written in the record

These words, o riginally hand printed on parchment and mounted on a dark antique oak easel,
served as the concluding statement of the Guild's fifty-year history exhibit fea tured in the
Great Hall of the Union during Conve ntion. They were written by Della Bauer.
The names and accomplishments of those first fifty years, as D ella says, are written in the record.
T h at the Guild at its ann iversary Conventio n in 1981 adopted the largest project in its hi story is
al so, now , written in the record and is a part of the history o f our next fifty years.

-

placed the six Guild handball/ racquetball courts on the west side of the
new facility facing University Park and have provided them with a separate
entrance and lobby. The courts can also be entered from the main gym
area.

..Ladies,
you have
just adopted
the largest project
in the history
of the Guild!"

Ruth Russler, President
Valparaiso University Guild
September 26, 1981

State Unit Meetings
Mrs. Eugene Schmidt, Madison, president-elect;
Mrs. Edwin Kussart, Sheboygan, treasurer; M rs.
Paul Thomen, Neenah, secretary.
The 1982 convention will be hosted by the
Oshkosh chapter.

Wisconsin
Seventy-three guild members, representing
eleven of our sixteen chapters, participated in the
35th annual Wisconsin Unit Convention held at
St. John's Lutheran Church, Merrill, on Tuesday,
April 28, 1981. Mrs. Marge Kuehnert, Milwaukee, state president, presided.
The program- inspirational, educational, and
challenging-opened with devotions conducted
by Pastor Gerhard Michael. Pastor Michael in
expressing thanks to our Lord for His guidance
in leading our Guild, challenged members to proceed courageously in supporting Valparaiso University in its God-pleasing program of Christian
education.
Keynote speaker, Vicar David Peters, Chapel
of the Resurrection on campus, a native of Oshkosh, summarized some of the Christian guidance given to campus students. "Worry and fear
can warn us of anxiety but should not make us
afraid to face these anxieties. Our behavior and
activities are like a bell which resounds from
being rung; we cannot control where the sound
goes. In like manner, what we do has impact
which cannot be measured. Our actions count
and are more far-reaching than we can envision."
Highlights of the 50th anniversar y convention to be celebrated in September were presented by national President Ruth Russler. Mrs.
Russler and Bette Froehlich, Appleton, chairman
of the 50th Anniversary committee, encouraged
chapters to plan now for an unprecedented attendance.
Betsy Nagel, executive director of the Guild,
described some activities of students on campus.
"What caring young people they are!" T wo examples: students turned in their meal tickets as
contributions to the World Hunger Program.
For the Lenten season students wrote their own
devotions. They were such outstanding expressions of faith that plans are made to have them
published.
The following slate of officers presented by
Laurel Rouse, chairman of the nominating committee, was accepted. Officers installed were:
Mrs. Warren Doede, Wausau, state president;

At the Wisconsin State Unit meeting Mrs. Paul Block of Mer·
rill stands beside a collection of all th e Guild's calendars.
Mrs. Block was the first national calendar chairman.

A special tha nk you to the Merrill chapter for
their outstanding convention arrangements and
generous hospitality! An excellent luncheon,
entertainment by the Bell Ringer Choir of Trinity
Lutheran Church, Merrill, a parade of wedding
gowns from the last five decades were among
other highlights of the day.
Martha Schmidt, President-elect
Indiana
T he Indiana State Unit Spr ing Meeting was
held on April 25-26 at Geneva Center in Rochester. It was a double celebration -the 50th anniversary of the Na tional Guild and the 35th anniversary of the Indiana State Unit!
Chapters responded to roll call with brief
comments as to their past activities and their
plans for the future. Of prime concern was the
question whether to continue the State Unit, a nd
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while not quite half of the chapters were represented, those present voted enthusiastically to
have another two-day meeting next spring. Efforts will again be made to find a centrally located spot, and a concerted effort will be made to
interest those chapters not participating.

PLAN NOW TO ATTEND YOUR STATE UNIT

MEETING
Indiana: April 17,18, 1982, Tipton
Michigan: May 5, 1982 {place to be announced)
Wisconsin: April 27, 1982, Oshkosh

twelve chapters of the twenty-two chapters in
the state. The attendance award went to the
Detroit chapter and the percentage award to the
Rochester chapter.
Our special guest, Professor John Feaster,
Associate Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, outlined some of the innovative accomplishments that are or will be occurring in
the future at Valparaiso such as: Project GEM;
seminars for freshmen students; course in third
world non-western studies; Lilly Pharmaceutical
Company grants which enabled the university
to examine certain programs and provide for
faculty learning; accreditation for the College of
Business Administration; expansion of the Law
School; provisions for a fine arts center and a
new sports facility.
Miriam Misch, state unit president, presided
over the session. A motion passed not to discontinue the Michigan State Unit meetings. Irma
Hicks, historian, showed the national slides of
the Guild's history.

Ru th Lewis models a poncho, an item in Saturday evening's
auction at the Indiana State Unit meeting, as auctioneer Mary
Schaw (standing in background) and Alma Gidley (seated)
contemplate bids.

During the fellowship period, our enthusiastic
auction netted a nice contribution to the anniversary fund. We enjoyed a birthday cake decorated to commemorate the 35th anniversary of
the State Unit, at which time Louise Nicolay very
appropriately read the minutes of that first meeting, which she atte nded 35 years ago in Ft.
Wayne. The sincerity of those women who 35
years ago established the State Unit came through
to us, and we felt we couldn't let them down. We
were happy to have our national President, Ruth
Russler, celebrate with us.
Dean Norman Nagel of the Chapel of the
Resurrection was our preacher. Dr. Nagel's inspiring message on Sunday morning and the
celebration of the Holy Eucharist strengthened
the bond between chapters and made our goals
seem attainable.
Martha Doversberger, Secretary
Michigan
The 40th Annual Convention of the Michigan
State Unit of the Valparaiso University Guild
was held on Saturday, May 2, at St. John's Lutheran Church in Rochester, Michigan. Sixtyfour members were registered, representing

New officers of the Michigan State Unit were installed at the
meeting in Rochester. Executive Director Betsy Nagel, at left,
commends Miriam Misch, outgoing president, and welcomes
Vice President Helen Fimhaber and President Margaret Zobel.
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Margaret Zobel, area director, congratulated
Detroit as a charter chapter. New chapters were
formed in Mt. Pleasant, Lansing, and Grand
Rapids. She stressed how important it is for us to
bring prospective students to campus and the
follow-up of prospective students is an important
role of Guild women.
Executive Director Betsy Nagel presented a
general overview of student activities. She emphasized the important role the Guild has played
in the past and stressed the fact that the Guild's
support has enabled the university to maintain
high standards of Christian education. Betsy
installed the newly elected officers: President
Margaret Zobel and Vice President Helen Fimhaber.
Workshops were presented on activities, membership, and recruitment.
In keeping with our theme of the bells, entertainment was provided by the handbell choir of
Detroit Lutheran High Northwest.
We all departed with renewed enthusiasm to
attend the 50th National Convention this September.
Elta Bluemlein, Secretary

Think

v.u.
Sunday

Three New Slide Sets Available For Your Meetings

1\

slides and a script to be read by a narrator.
It runs approximately 25 minutes.
"The Building of the Chapel" is Professor
Kenneth Mortimer's informative and entertaining slide story of the actual building of
the Chapel of the Resurrection and of the
Brandt Campanile. It includes the installation of our Guild bells. Appropriate for any
Guild gathering and particularly suited for
an event with men in the audience, the program consists of 120 color slides and Professor Mortimer's cassette narration. It runs
45minutes.

"The Jubilee Convention Banners" is a
color slide presentation of the vibrantly
beautiful chapter banners created for the
50th anniversary year and hung during
Convention in the Chapel. Requested by
hundreds of women at Convention, the set
consists of 120 slides and shows the banners, individually, and also how they
looked in their Chapel setting. A short introduction to be read by a narrator is
included. How long the presentation takes
is up to you!
"Introducing the Gulld" describes the goals
of the Guild, our organization, major programs and projets. It emphasizes both the
importance of Christian higher education
at Valparaiso University and the Guild's
importance to VU. Excellent for a guest
night, the program consists of 67 color

The sets are available free from the Guild
office and will be sent to you by United
Parcel Service. Please send us your requests
as early as you can and please return the
slides to us by UPS as soon as possible.
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Guild chapters located by oak leaves in tht! 50th anniversary
histor y exhibit.

sponsored a Thanksgiving get-together of prospective students with current students, and they
had an Advent Vesper service the second Sunday
in Advent at Prince of Peace, Springfield.

AREAl
Northern Virginia
Five chapter members came from Virginia to
campus for the Guild's golden anniversary! And
they've all been busy before and since.
Shirley Jud writes: "The Northern Virginia
chapter of the Guild and the Metropolitan D.C.
alumni club co-sponsored a picnic at the home
of Shirley and Hank Jud in Reston, Virginia. On
a perfectly gorgeous summer day, a rarity in
A ugust, 57 people attended our potluck picnic.
We had alums from the 50s, 60s, 70s and 80s,
including two graduates from the class of '81.
Guests also included Tammi Brown, a current
VU student, and Dan Lohrmann, a future Crusader quarterback, who will enter Valpo this
fall.
"Guild members from both the Northern Virginia and Washington, D.C., chapters attended,
including the presidents of both groups. We also
had a number of futu re studen ts among the nineteen children attending.
"The chapter had a membership tea on Sunday, September 13, to celebrate the Guild's
golden anniversary."
The chapter co-sponsored a dinner with alumni on November 6, attended by 111, including
President and Mrs. Robert V. Schnabel. They

Guild members and alumni in the metropolitan Washington
area gathered for a picnic at the home of Shirley and Hank
Jud on August 2.

Washington, D.C.
Returning Northern Virginia's hospitality, the
Washington chapter invited its Virginia friends
to attend its annual fall luncheon (quiche) and
Christmas bazaar at St. Andrew's, Silver Spring.
Both chapters sold craft items at the bazaar.
Rochester and Buffalo, New York
Always active in Person to Person work, these
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two chapters again arranged a bus trip to Valpo
to enable area high school juniors and seniors to
spend the weekend of November 13, 14 and 15
in dormitories on campus and to attend events
scheduled for High School Senior Day on that
Saturday.
In anticipation of the trip, in May the Rochester chapter had sponsored an informal supper
and panel discussion on "What you always
wanted to know about Valparaiso Universitybut were afraid to ask." Current students answered questions posed by prospective students
and their parents.

AREA II
Chicago
P resi dent Dorothy Zoellick writes: "Our
spring luncheon meeting was held at the Royal
Palace restaurant. First V ice President Virginia
Amling, her sister from California, and Area II
Director Esther Hildner were our special guests.
"Two Valpo graduates, Karen Grossart and
Bonnie Donofiro, graced our speaker's table. It
was a delight to have them, as their enthusiasm
led to forming a new chapter in our area. Invitations were sent to mothers of students in the early
part of the year, inviting them to atte n d our
meetings and social affairs. We gained two new
members.
"Our Va lpo Tea w ith Poetry was very successful, netting $152.50. The poem was composed by
Lorraine Schwartz, one of our members."

Nutmeg (Connecticut)

Officers of the Nutmeg chapter pose at a recent m eeting.
From the left: Ruby Beer, president; Louise Strohmeyer, treasurer; Louise Kuehn, secretary.

"VALPO GUILD TEA"
Transportation costs a,e mounting
And free time is running low.
Why not use imagination
To increase our treasury's flow?

Western New York: Rochester, Buffalo,
Niagara Falls, Southtowns of Erie County
A regional dinner in Williamsville on October
19 brought together forty women from four
western New York chapters. Jodi Gerdes, one of
two students who had spoken to the Convention
as part of Dean Dolores Ruosch's presentation
on "The Student T oday," was guest speaker.
Marie Mast writes, "Each president gave chapter news, and we had some d iscussion about the
feasibility of a spring rally-a one-day affair ; no
conclusion was reached. Jodi gave the same talk
she presented at the Convention, and everyone
was impressed by her sincerity.
"Our banners were on display, and we sold
surplus items from The H orn of Plenty bazaar.
I feel it was a good evening . . . especially because those who were unable to attend the Convention could catch some of the enthusiasm that
those who attended d isplayed as they told about
the run, the banquet, the services, etc. in an informal way."

Here's a tea bag for this purpose,
You brew yours and I'll brew mine
Then we'll drink our tea together
At a pre-determined time.
Say at 3:00P.M. next Wednesday,
As you stir your cup of tea,
Think of all the Guild's past projects
And Valpo's worth to you and me.
Ponder all the years gone by now.
Dream of years that are ahead.
Think of all the minds and spirits
That this worthy school has fed.
When you r reverie has ended
And you've drained your cup of tea,
Send your grateful contribution
And address it, "Valpo Tea".
To the poem add an address to which contributions may be sent, and you have another chapter project.
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Chicago's October activity was a salad bar
luncheon with a film entitled "Christmas Store
Windows"- pictures taken in the Chicago Loop
more than 25 years ago.

Greater Kansas City
Person to Person Chairman Emma Crull successfully completed calls to 128 prospective students in the Kansas City area. Projects include
pecan sales, name trains (this was a Guild Goodie, a bazaar item and sold locally as well) and
handmade Advent calendars.
National President Ruth Russler joined in
Oktoberfest, and the chapter sponsored junior
VU student Gary Brauer in The Just One More
Fun Run and supported him with pledges.
Greater Kansas City sends each of its members a phone ca/Jing tree which they use to get
information to the chapter in a flash. Only five
people make as many as th ree calls. The rest
make just one or two. Looks like a great system.

AREA III

St. Louis
The fall membership brunch was a winner in
many ways. National Guild Second Vice President Marty Mattes was the speaker. Reports on
Convention couldn't have been more enthusiastic-and 14 new members joined the chapter!
There will be an Advent-Christmas par ty, according to chapter President Barbara Schoedel,
at which "we'll be sharing in an opening devotion, singing carols, shaping an ornament to take
home, sitting through a short meeting and then
sampling Christmas cookies."
The single most successful project in St. Louis
is pecan sales (net last year was over $900), followed by Quiet Books ($500 net last year).
"We've sold our fi rst 100 Guild calendars, and
we're ready to go on the second 100!"

Fair-Med-Ow (Minnesota)

The Fair-Med-Ow chapter celebrated the Guild's golden
anniversary on April 6 with a Golden Buffet Supper. Six
members and fourteen guests enjoyed t.he buffet supper of
Cookbook recipes. Special guests were Carole O'Hare, national membership chairman, and Norma May, national new
chapter advisor.

AREA IV
A banner brunch in St. louis! Sue Uhl, chapter vice president,
Barbara Schaedel, president, and Marty Mattes, national
second vice president, flank the St. louis golden anniversary
banner hanging from Sue's porch as they welcomed guests
to brunch.

Orange County
Lois A. Yunghans, publicity chairman, reports: "For the second year our chapter obtained
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very date in 1956, Mrs. Harry Eberline called
together 32 women to organize the chapter. She
served as its first president. It's gratifying to note
that 13 of those 32 original members are still involved in the work of the Guild in our chapter."

a group of tickets for the Annual Laguna Festival of the Arts. We were able to sell these in one
afternoon to net $200 for the Guild. Next year
we hope to sell twice as many."

Palms to Pines, California
Participation in a charity bazaar sponsored by
a Riverside shopping mall brought dividends in
both public relations and project funds to the
Palms to Pines chapter: $90 from baked goods
and $115 from Guild cookbooks. Ivy Olsen, president, reports, "What fun, as one woman stopped
by after just seeing the name Valparaiso. 'Oh, my
nephew graduated from there; I need four of the
brown ones!"' As Ivy said, "That banner is a
show stopper!"

Saginaw

Seven new members were welcomed into membership in the
Saginaw chapter at its fiftieth anniversary luncheon in May.
They are, from the left, Louise Palmreuter, Renata Hetzner,
Greta Wilkins, Dorothy Brandt, Martha Umbach, Vivian
Ecker and Eleanor VanWagoner.

Port Huron

Barbara Kandt, left, and Ivy Olsen welcome shoppers to their
booth at a charity bazaar in a Riverside shopping mall.

At a spring meeting in Port Huron, chapter president Florence Oppliger, second from left, poses with chapter members
who are mothers of current Valpo students. From the left,
Dru Warsinski, Iris McKenzie and Betty Crosby.

AREA VI
Battle Creek
This chapter meets monthly from Septem ber
through May. Among their activities for 1981-82
are a luncheon and tour of Cornwell's Turkey
Farm, a Christmas tea with gift exchange, a
speaker on investments and a spring garage sale.

Detroit West
Betty Hecht, chapter president, writes: "The
Detroit West chapter will celebrate the 25th
anniversary of its fou nding with a luncheon at
the Detroit Golf Club on December 10. On that
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Detroit
"Reflections of Past Presidents" highlighted
the October kickoff luncheon at Epiphany Lutheran church. Ruth Brammeier represented the
chapter in The Just One More Fun Run at the
Guild's golden anniversary convention. A charter chapter of the Guild, Detroit arranged for the
gold silk roses given as favors at the convention
banquet. A second October event was the Jubilee
Octoberfest, a salad buffet and cards at St.
Thomas church .

to do a little wi ne tasting and then on to the
Studebaker Mansion for lunch . We'll have some
time for shopping at The 100 Center," Ruth
Lewis, chapter president, writes.

AREA VIII

Lorain County
President Marianne Halvorson reports: "We
celebrated the Guild's 50th anniversary with a
service at Grace Lutheran church in Oberlin,
led by Pastor Charles Aufdenkampe, a Valpo
alumnus . Following the service, a lovely reception was planned by Pat Kaiser and her committee. Twenty-one people attended the short
business meeting."

AREA VII

Mishawaka-South Bend

Capital Bells (Columbus, Ohio)

Mishawaka-South Bend officers posed with national Guild
representatives when the chapter celebrated its 45th anniver·
sary with a luncheon at Knollwood Country Club in Granger,
Indiana, on March 21. Pictured here, from the left, are Joyce
Fortson, treasurer; Diana Fish, secretary; Lois Bohde, president; Ruth Russler, national president; Betsy Nagel, executive
director; Eileen Fray, second vice president; Bonnie Omat,
area director. Fourteen charter members are still active in
the chapter, and ten attended t.he luncheon.
The Guild's golden anniversary convention welcomed the
Capital Bell.s of Columbus, Ohio. Snapped at their organiza·
tional meeting on July 30, 1981, were: (standing, left to right)
Diana Schnack, Charlotte LePere, Vona Gooding, Ruth Gahl
and (seated, left to right) Kathy Neff, Sharon Walton, Carole
Bildstein, Clarabelle Johnson and Paula Sauer.

Fort Wayne
"Our chapter is excited about a bus trip on
October 15. We're going to Paw Paw, Michigan,
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Nomination Form

Dear Guild Members:
We, your Nominating Committee, are seeking nominations from Guild members for the following
Guild national officers: President, First Vice President and Second Vice President. Election of these three
national officers will take place at the 1982 Guild convention. All nominations must be in the hands of our
committee prior to the February Executive Council meeting.
All Guild members are eligible to submit recommendations to our committee for consideration. You
may use this or a similar form to submit your nominations.

0 ffice ______ . _______ . _____________________ . _. _____ . _. ___ . _. _________ . __________________ . ____ . _. ___________ ._____________________ -------------------------------Nominee's Name ____________________________________________________ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Address-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------City/State ---_------___ -----------____ ---------__ ---------------____ . __ . __ . __ -----------________ . __ ___ Zip __ . _____ ---------------------------------------Chapter-------______ . ______________ . __ . __ . __ . _______ ... ___ . _____ . _____________ . City/State _____________________________ --------------------------------Qualifications of Nominee

General Comments

Submitted by: (optional) _____ . ------___ .. ____________ -------_______________ -~--- --------______ -------_________________ ----------· ·------·--· ... ---·-· _

Please send all recommendations to the Chairman of the Nominating Committee.

Sincerely yours,

Marilyn Krueger, Chairman*
Dot Franzen
Betty Hecht
Barbara Maas
Jan Wozniak
*14925 Santa Maria Drive
Brookfield, WI 53005
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CHAPTER CONTRIBUTIONS

Current
Fund

Prolect
Fund

59.10
1,480.00
1,089.00
470.00
857.00
466.00
296.00
547.75
908.03
304.00
195.29
1,982.00
26.00
700.00

48.00
220.00
40.00
160.00
163.00

11.10
1,250.00
1,039.00
300.00
684.00
336.00
250.00
473.75
766.03
250.00
195.29
1,800.00

700.00
1,634.90
859.00
221.50
242.00
165.60
574.00
580.00
279.00
465.44
146.00
34.00
305.00
150.00
722.00
90.00
217.75
282.00
3,718.75
1,000.00
635.00
428.00
602.00

156.00
252.00
U4.00
204.00
232.00
128.60
64.00
60.00
44.00
60.00
56.00
24.00
20.00
64.00
1U.OO
28.00
44.00
72.00
468.00
240.00
60.00
68.00
92.00

275.00
76.00
600.00
52.00
163.75
200.00
3,240.75
750.00
565.00
350.00
500.00

10.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

196.00
1,659.00
222.00
770.00
456.00
174.00
1,344.00
1,400.00
1,695.00
1,518.00
1,181.00
100.40
798.59
667.65
95.00
160.00

96.00
216.00
56.00
100.00
36.00
64.00
224.00
380.00
148.00
108.00
96.00
4.00
36.00
52.00
60.00
20.00

90.00
1,433.00*
156.00
660.00
410.00
100.00
1,100.00*
1,010.00
1,537.00
1,400.00
1,075.00
86.40
752.59
605.65
25.00
130.00*

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

Total

Ann Arbor, MI ..............
Appleton, WI ...............
Atlanta, GA ................
Aurora, IL .................
Baltimore, MD ..............
Battle Creek, MI. ............
Bay State, MA ..............
Beloit, WI ..................
Berrien Cty. #68, MI
Boulder, CO ................
Broadlands, IL ..............
Buffalo, NY ................
Canton, OH ................
Channel Is., CA .............
Charlotte, NC ...............
Chicago, IL .................
Chicago, NW Suburban, IL
Chicago, S. Suburban, IL ......
Chicago, W. Suburban, IL .....
Cincinnati, OH ..............
Oeveland, OH ..............
Cleveland, E. Suburban, OH ...
Clintonville, WI .............
Colden-Springville, NY
Columbus, IN ...............
Crystal Lake, IL .............
Dallas, TX
Dayton, Greater, OH .........
Decatur, IL .................
Decatur Circuit, IN ...........
DeKalb, IL .................
Denver, CO ................
Des Moines, lA ..............
Detroit, MI .................
Detroit, West, MI ............
Detroit, West Suburban, MI ....
Dundee, IL .................
DuPage, IL .................
East Bay, CA ...............
Elgin, IL ...................
Elm,IL ....................
Elmore,OH ................
Evansville, IN ...............
Fair-Med-Ow, MN ...........
Flint, Greater, MI ............
Ft. Lauderdale, FL ............
Ft. Wayne, IN ...............
Geiseman Memorial, IL .......
Glenbrook, IL ...............
Hammond,IN ..............
Harbor Lights, CA ...........
Hawaii ....................
Holland,MI ................
Houston, TX ................
Hudson-Mohawk, NY ........
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

11

uo.oo

36.00
64.00
132.00
44.00
172.00
16.00
40.00

650.00
534.00*
1,372.90
725.00
7.50
37.00
500.00
500.00
225.00
395.44
80.00
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Guild
Special

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

Living
Books
Memorials

85.00
20.00
10.00

349.80
85.00

30.00

50.00
40.00
20.00
5.00
30.00
5.00
10.00

39.00
50.00
10.00
20.00
22.00
255.00
79.00
279.00
6.00
20.00
102.00
10.00
60.00
30.00
15.00
40.00
25.00
25.00
15.00
45.00
25.00
75.00

Member•
ship

29
51
16
41
56
30
14
17
35
11
7
38
4
10
6
39
70
32
53
65
18
16
18
11
27
14
12
6
14
29
7
11
20
130
62
16
21
24
9
23
54
14
36
9
18
56
131
45
27
34
5
14
18
15
5

CHAPTER CONTRIBUTIONS

Indianapolis, IN .............
Jacksonville, IL ..............
Janesville, WI ...............
Kalamazoo, MI. .............
Kankakee Valley, IL ..........
Kansas City, Greater KS .......
Kendallville, IN ................
Kentuckiana ................
Kokomo, IN ................
LaPorte, IN .................
Lincoln, NE ................
Lorain County, OH ..........
Madison, WI
Mason County, MI ...........
Maumee Valley, OH ..........
Merrill, WI .................
Michigan, Central ............
Michigan City, IN ...........
Midland, MI ................
Milwaukee Afternoon, WI .....
Milwaukee Suburban, WI ......
Minneapolis, MN ............
Minnesota Valley, MN ........
Mishawaka-South Bend, IN ....
Monroe, MI ................
Mt. Oemens, MI .............
Naperville, IL ...............
Nassau-Suffolk, NY ..........
Neenah-Menasha, WI .........
New Jersey, Central ..........
~ew Jersey, North ...........
New Orleans, LA ............
Niagra Falls, NY .............
North East, P A ..............
North Front Range, CO .......
Northwoods, MI. ............
Nutmeg, CT ................
Oakland County, MI .........
Old Pueblo, AZ .............
Omaha,NE ................
Orange County, CA ..........
Orlando, FL ................
Oshkosh, WI ................
Palm Beach, FL ..............
Park Ridge, IL ...............
Peoria, Greater IL ............
Phoerux,AZ ................
Pikes Peak, CO
Plymouth, WI ...............
Port Huron, MI
Puget Sound, WA ............
Quad City, lA ..............
Quincy, IL .................
Racine, WI .................
Riverside, CA ...............
Rochester, MI ...............
Rochester, MN ..............
Rochester, NY ..............
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

0

0

0

I

0

0

0

I

0

0

0

I

0

0

0

I

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

0

0

0

0

0

I

0

0

Total

Current
Fund

Proloct
Fund

Guild
Special

847.35
279.34
84.00
448.50
402.49
1,170.00

176.00
80.00
24.00
120.00
72.00
160.00

661.35
189.34*
50.00
318.50
320.49*
1,000.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

1,538.00

128.00

1,400.00

10.00

366.00
487.00
188.00
1,090.00
170.00
257.00
402.00
34.00
1,325.25
1,419.00
1,038.00
1,563.17
448.00
238.00
1,465.30
618.29
1,285.00
294.25
1,774.00
620.50
1,031.50
890.00
1,142.00
606.60
954.00
102.00
277.00
484.00
2,134.00
50.00
1,364.00
799.00

156.00
52.00
72.00
80.00
40.00
100.00
92.00
24.00
96.00
84.00
228.00
232.00
88.001
24.00
228.00
100.00
112.00
68.00
264.00
68.00
156.00
80.00
80.00
136.00
84.00
32.00
92.00
484.00
124.00
40.00
68.00
124.00

200.00
425.00
106.00
1,000.00*
120.00
147.00
300.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
10.00

1,286.00*
665.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

425.00

40.00

375.00

10.00

406.00
1,128.00

96.00
108.00

300.00
1,010.00*

10.00
10.00

64.75
310.00
109.25
675.35
1,189.34
254.25
70.00

200.00
64.00
52.00
216.00
84.00
60.00

874.00
196.00
1,062.00

64.00
80.00
152.00
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1,219.25
1,325.00
800.00*
1,321.17
350.00
204.00
1,227.30
508.29
1,163.00
206.25*
1,500.00
542.50
865.50
800.00*
1,052.00
460.60
860.00
50.00
175.00
2,000.00

64.75
100.00
45.25
613.35
963.34
160.25

800.00*
106.00
900.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

Living
Books
Memorials

105.00
10.00

37.50
18.00

5.00
10.00
20.00
5.00
42.00
5.00
105.00
45.00
10.00
30.00
192.50
20.00
15.00
25.00
10.00
25.00
20.00

20.00
30.00
145.00
65.00
5.00

35.00

105.00
15.00
110.00
10.00
5.00

5.00
50.00

Member·
ship

48
20
7
32
23
47
19
34
7
40
13
21
21
10
26
23
6
26
22
63
70
40
6
56
53
32
21
68
18
41
41
35
30
21
9
31
121
48
10
20
31
8
11
9
24
31
5
11

so
15
17
57
24
15
20
20
44

CHAPTER CONTRIBUTIONS
Total

Rockford-Redeemer, IL ....... .
Saginaw, MI ............... .
St. Louis, MO .............. .
St. Paul, MN .............. .
St. Petersburg, FL ........... .
San Diego, CA ............. .
San Fernando Valley, CA ..... .
San Francisco-Bay Shore, CA .. .
San Gabriel, CA ............ .
Santa Oara, CA ............ .
Sebewaing, MI ............. .
Seymour, IN ............... .
Shawano, WI .............. .
Sheboygan,VVI ............. .
Southeastern, IN ............ .
South Lake County, IN ...... .
Southtown-Erie, NY ......... .
Sun City, AZ .............. .
Union County, OH .......... .
Valparaiso, IN ............. .
Van VVert, OH ............. .
Virginia, Northern .......... .
VValla Walla, WA ........... .
VVashington, DC ............ .
VVausau, WI ............... .
Westchester-Bronx-Man., NY .. .
VVestem Reserve, OH ........ .
VVinter Haven, FL ........... .
Wittenberg, VVI ............. .
Individual Contributions .....
Four Winds ................
Valparaiso University ........
National Guild .............
Indiana State Unit ..........
Michigan State Unit .........
TOTALS FOR YEAR

Current
Fund

74.00
3,700.00
2,296.00
960.00
1,048.00
255.75
947.50
218.00
101.00
54.00
1,298.00
627.55
278.00
1,074.00
559.85
269.50
614.50
32.00
204.25
3,343.52
1,194.00
456.00
110.00
914.00
891.77

64.00
690.00
276.00
120.00
163.00
92.00
132.00
68.00
36.00
32.00
88.00
88.00
68.00
164.00
64.00
60.00
56.00
32.00
56.00
400.00
156.00
96.00

1,010.00
10.00
308.00

.
.
.
.
.
.

999.55
255.00

Project
Fund

Guild
Special

3,000.00
2,010.00*
830.00
875.00
153.75
795.50
140.00
55.00
12.00
1,200.00*
529.55
200.00
900.00
485.85
199.50
548.50

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

204.00
152.00

138.25
2,933.52
1,028.00
350.00
100.00
700.00
729.77

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

200.00

800.00

48.00

250.00*

10.00
10.00
10.00

68.00

999.55
187.00

Living
Books
Memorials

Membership

37
161
85
34
49
23
14
17
9
9
23
22
18
38
17
25
16
9
19
167
46
35
9
67
39
19
26
23
12

100.00
70.00
37.00
20.00
35.00
50.00
36.00
5.00
65.00
60.00
5.00

262.50
15.00

10.00

5.00
105.00
25.00
25.00

100.00
150.00

100.00
150.00
$96,672.97

$14,980.60

$80,382.37

$1,310.00

$4,272.30

*Denotes chapter participated in Golden Giver Project. Funds contributed were included in 50th Anniversary Report total.
LIVING BOOKS
(continued from page 2)

Mrs. Sybilla Dipple . . . . . . . . . 10.00
Mrs. Arthur Koss . . . . . . . . . . 5.00

Sebewaing, Ml
Esther Anderson . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00
Mabel Gremel . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.00
Mrs. Esther Heinitz ......... 123.00
Glenn Quick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00

Southeastern Indiana
Helen Foehl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Seymour, IN
Elnora Rebber . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5.00

Shawano, WI
George Berg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00
William C. Reichel. . . . . . . . . . 10.00
Kenneth Sumnicht . . . . . . . . . . 20.00
Sheboygan, WI
Esther Anderson . . . . . . . . . . . 20.00

5.00

Union County, OH
Rachel Rausch . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00
Fred Thiergartner . . . . . . . . . . 10.00
Valparaiso, IN
Esther Anderson ...........
Jessica Ann Ficken . . . . . . . . . .
Helen Foehl ...............
Mrs. Arthur (Elizabeth) Koss . .
Betty Oyen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dorcas Paul . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ruth Sauerteig . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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35.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
50.00

Father of Simone Baepler. . . . .

5.00

Washington, DC
Florence Marsden . . . . . . . . . . 10.00
Individual
Esther Anderson . . . .
Werner Diecke. . . . . .
Walter Mangels . . . . .
Cora A. Schultz . . . . .

...
...
...
...

. . . . 10.00
. . . . 2.00
. . . . 10.00
. . . . 10.00

No Chapter
Immanuel Lutheran Church,
Bay City, MI
Hanna Luebkert . . . . . . . . . .

5.00

Valparaiso University
Esther Anderson . . . . . . . . . . . 25.00
Total .................. $1,747.50

GUILD GOODIES

GUILD GOODIES

From California's San Fernando Valley comes
a potholder/hot pad with the Guild seal in dark
brown on beige muslin edged in brown. Price:
$2.50, plus 50<t for shipping and handling. Order
from:
Grace Beyer
5773 Rainbow Hill Road
Agoura, CA 91301
Telephone: 213/991-2731

This sun-catcher is a new Guild Goodie from
Columbus, Indiana. The 31/1"-high "V" with a
torch in its center is made in tones of brown and
gold glass and comes with a suction cup window
hanger. Cost is $5.50, plus $1.50 for shipping.
Order from:
Joyce Anderson
3227 Grove Parkway
Columbus, IN 47201
Telephone: 812/372-3219

Organize your recipes, clippings, household
hints, poems, or favo rite anything in this spiralbound "My Favorites" blank book. Contains 121
blank white pages, 8%" x 5 112", and nine colored
dividers. Gold gloss cover. Price $3.00. Shipping
$1.50. Order from:
Jean Haeger
1427 North Chestnut
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
Telephone: 312/ 255-2885
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GUILD GOODIES

GUILD GOODIES
The seventh edition in the seri es of imported
Christmas ornaments by the Saginaw Chapter
is a champagne and gold satin fi nished ornament
for the golden jubilee of the University Guild.
Imprinted on the ornament in dark brown are
Guild Hall, the 50th anniversa r y logo of the
G uild, and the University seal and date.
Price increase on all ornaments effective April
1, 1981.

ORNAMENT OROE RBL AN K

Year

Nu mber

Total Cost

1981 Orna m e nt $4 .25
(U n ive rsity seal . dat e.
G u i l d H all .
50th Anniversary
Logo)

1 980 Orname nt S4 .25
(UniverSOly seal. date.
Campanile and bells.)

1 979 Orname nt $4 .25
(University seal. date.
Crusader and Shteld.)

1978 Orna m e nt $ 4.25
(University seal. d ate,
Holly Leaves and
Alma Mater.)
1977 Orname nt S4 .25
(University seal. date,
Smoke Memori al Entrance.)
1976 Orname nt $4 .25
(UniverSity seal. elate.
Victory Bells.)
Colors: Red
Blue
Green
Bittersweet

1975 O rn a m ent S4 .25
(University seal. date. Chapel
o f the ResurreCtiOn.)
Colors: Red
Gold
To tal
Shipping and Handl ing:
1·2 Ornaments $1.75
2 .2 5
3·6 Ornaments
7· 12 Ornaments 2 .7 5
TOTA L PAYMENT ( Enclose with order)

1977

1978

Send orders t o:
Mrs. Elmer P. S1mon
2 Mueller Court
Frankenmuth. Michigan 48734
Phone: (517) 652 · 2426
Name
Address _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ _

City _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ S t a t e - - - - - -

Zip - - - -- - - - --

1975
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1976

GUILD GOODIES
Congress playi ng cards with Valparaiso University and sketch of Brandt bell tower on back.
Standard deck with two jokers in a velour
drawer case, cello-wrapped. Decks are available
with blue and gold or red and gold borders.
Cost is 52.50 per deck, plus 51.25 shipping
and handling for one or two decks. Price for 12
decks is $30, plus $2.75 for shipping and handling.
Make checks payable to Cincinnati Chapter,
VU Guild and send orders, specifying color, to:
Mrs. H . A. Eckenfels
7598 Quail Hollow
C incinnati, Ohio 45243
Telephone: 513/791-1751

A needlepoint triptych in an impressionistic
design of the chancel windows in the Chapel of
the Resurrection is new from the New Orleans
Chapter. T he kit includes wool yarn and gold
thread, canvas, a chart and instructions with a
colo red picture, hinges and a needle. The price is
$20, plus $1.50 for shipping. Available from:
Mrs. Lois W. O ster
6475 Fleur de Lis
New Orleans, Louisiana 70124
Telephone: 504/ 282-6283

'
A com memorative plate incorporating the
chapel, campanile and Guild Golden Giver pin
into an original design by Debbie Krautstrunk
of the Geisema n Memorial Chapter will be a
special keepsake of the Guild's Ju bilee Year.
The Wilton Armetale Octagonal salad plate
measures 8 7 /8" in diameter, with the design
cast into the "well " area. Each plate is signed
and nu mbered by the artist.
Cost per plate is $20, plus 52 for postage and
handling. Make checks payable to Geiseman
Memorial Chapter, VU Guild and send orders to:
Kim Bass
127 Ashland Avenue
River Forest, IL 60305
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COMING INTO THE HOME STRETCH/
15 New Chapters To Go/
Help us in our search for women who may be interested in forming new Guild
chapters. We have 15 to go by Council meeting in order to reach our 50th Anniversary goal.
Name . ___ .___ . ________________________________ ........ ----------------.......................................................
Address -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------City/State .......... _________________ ...... -----____________ ----------------------__ __ Zip ---------___ ...... ___ -----__

Name -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Address -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------City/State ..... -------------___ --------------... -----------------------------......... Zip .................. ----------

Name -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Address ·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------City/State ___ .... ____ .. ____________________ .. -----------------------...... ... ....... .. Zip ----------------------------

Name -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Address -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------City/State ............. -------------------------___ -----------------------...... .... .. Zip __ -----------------...... ---

Submitted by:

Name -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Address ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-···----------------------City/State ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- Zip ---------------------------Guild Chapter ------------------------------------------------------------·- Date ----·----------------------------Mail to: Marilyn Krueger, 14925 Santa Maria Drive, Brookfield, WI 53005
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and Mrs. Norman (Betsy) Nagel, Executive Director. She also
introduced the past national presidents who were in attendance: Mrs. Walter (Emma) Hoppe; Miss Louise Nicolay; Mrs.
William (Louise) Drews; Mrs. Frederick (Irma) Schmalz; Mrs.
Fred (Bette) Froehlich; Mrs. Gene (Lynn) Bahls; Mrs. Hershel
(Beata) Madoerin; Mrs. Armin Oanie) Lichtfuss; Mrs. John
Oackie) Jungemann and Mrs. Roy (Barbara) Maas. Mrs. E. H.
(Ber) Ruprecht, past executive director, was recognized but
Mrs. C. R. (So) Heidbrink had become ill and was not able
to be in attendance.
The Guild's office staff was introduced; Mrs. Fred (Esther)
Kruger, Coordinator of Special Services, and Mrs. Daryll
(Sharon) Hersemann, Administrative Assistant. Mrs. Theodore (Lee) Kleinhans, who goes down to Valpo from Appleton, Wisconsin, to serve as the Managing Editor of The Guild
Bulletin, was introduced. Ruth acknowledged the presence
of Mrs. Robert (Ellen) Schnabel, V.U.'s First Lady, and Mrs.
0. P. (Betty) Kretzmann, and told the women that after meeting Miss Mary Selle of the Admissions Office, they could find
Mary in the belfry of the Student Union if anyone had questions to ask her.
Sixteen new chapter presidents (or their representatives)
were recognized. The 17th new chapter had no one in attendance.

MINUTES OF
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY GUILD
50th ANNIVERSARY CONVENTION
September 25, 26, 27, 1981

"A JUBILEE SHALL THAT FIFTIETH YEAR BE TO YOU"
Leviticus 25:11

MINUTES COMMITIEE

The Minutes Committee members for 1981 were Mrs.
Larry (Dot) Franzen, Peoria, IL and Miss E. Marie Mast,
Tonawanda, NY.

At 10:10 Friday morning, September 25, 1981, the women
who had come to Valparaiso University's campus for the
Guild's 50th Anniversary convention joined the Valpo students in their regularly scheduled worship service in the
Chapel of the Resurrection. The convention assembled in the
Chapel because the Union could not accommodate the more
than 500 women attending. The Chapel was literally aglow
with banners, banners everywhere, each one unique in its
originality of theme and color, each one made and brought
to campus by a Guild chapter. The speaker for the service
was Larry Lottmann, professor in the education department.
He had hung one of his shirts among the banners and compared it with the cloak of faith. Does it fit? Do you wear it
proudly? Do you wear it to frat parties or save it for church?

RFSOLUTIONSCOMMITIEE
The Resolutions Committee was made up of Mrs. Ron
(Carole) Bildstein, Worthington, OH; Mrs. Harold (Betty)
Hecht, Detroit; Mrs. G. Richard (Barbara) Potter, Indianapolis; and Mrs. Betty Riemer, Niagara Falls.
A THANK YOU was sent to Mrs. Lydia Steege Ohlson,
Nutmeg Chapter, CT who sent the bouquet of flowers on the
podium again this year.
1980 CONVENTION MINUTES
The 1980 convention minutes were approved by the 1980
minutes committee. There were no questions from the audience so they stood approved as published.

SFSSION
The Valparaiso University Guild held its 50th Anniversary
Convention business session in the Chapel. The President,
Mrs. D. W. (Ruth) Russler, welcomed the 500 Guild women
in attendance. On behalf of the Valparaiso Chapter, Mary
Ehrenberg, president, brought greetings to the conventioneers
and reminded them that the whole Guild membership has one
gift in common, the ability to work for Valparaiso University.
HONORARY RFSOLUTION
The following resolution was moved and adopted by a
member of the resolutions committee.
WHEREAS, The Valparaiso Chapter of the Valparaiso University Guild assumes many responsibilities and carries out
many tasks in organizing for the Guild convention;
WHEREAS, This 50th Anniversary Convention has required significantly more time and effort on their part;
WHEREAS, The members of the Valparaiso Chapter have
served to make our jubilee possible;
RESOLVED, That this assembly recognize all the efforts
that the members of the Valparaiso Chapter have put forth
in the planning and execution of the 50th Anniversary Convention.
INTRODUCI10NS
Ruth Russler introduced the national officers: Mrs. Arthur
(Ginny) Amling, First Vice President; Mrs. Joe (Marty)
Mattes, Second Vice President; Mrs. Franklin Ooan) Hofmeister, Secretary; Mrs. Delmar (Lois) Hoeppner, Treasurer

TREASURER'S REPORT
The Treasurer, Lois Hoeppner, made one comment, stating
that $3 out of every $4 collected in dues goes to the University
(Current Fund).
The complete Treasurer's report is printed below. It was
approved as printed in the agenda.
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TREASURER
July 1, 1980 to June 30, 1981
BALANCE ON HAND, JULY 1,1980
RECEIPTS:
CurrentFund ...............
Project Fund ...............
Guild Special ...............
Anniversary Fund ...........
Cookbook Proceeds .........
Celebration Cards ...........
Calendar Proceeds ...........
Interest Earned .............
A.A.L. Special Gift-History ....
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$ 6,554.59

. $14,980.60
. 80,382.37
1,310.00
.
. 31,613.94
. 16,700.00
815.71
.
2,883.17
.
. 1,290.80
. 10,000.00

Total Receipts

159,976.59

Cash Available

$166,531.18

DISBURSEMENTS:
Valparaiso University
Current Fund .... $11,235.45
Project Fund . . . . 50,000.00
Guild Special . . . . 1,310.00
ScholarshipCookbooks . . . . 10,000.00
Celebration Cartk.
815.71
Calendar Fund . . . 2,883.17
Total to Valparaiso University.

RECEIPTS:
Receipts for 1981 Calendars ................ $5,872.25
Interest earned. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
53.97
Total Receipts ........................ $5,926.22
DISBURSEMENTS:
Wayne Printing Co. for 5,000 calendars. . . . . . . $2,885.00
Postage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
101.86
Art Work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11.88
36.54
Envelopes and Tape......................
Ledger Book. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7.77

76,244.33

Administration Expense ....... .
3,245.93
Anniversary Expense ......... .
2,851.21
Travel: Administration Expense . 15,385.41
Chapter Presidents .... . 26,733.52
Cookbook Printing .......... . 10,166.00
Bulletin ................... . 10,445.68
Printing and Stationery ....... . 1,011.00
Chapter Development
(FY79 Project) ............ .
157.40
Gifts and Memorials ......... .
109.10
Convention Bazaar .......... .
62.94
Senior Women's Dinner ....... .
279.72
Total Disbursements

Total Disbursements ................... $3,043.05
1981 Calendar profit as of fiscal year .......... $2,883.17
"Last spring I walked into a local St. Louis office supply
store to buy a 1982 calendar. I explained to the proprietor
that I only had two requirements for this calendar; first, that
it contain all the correct dates for the holidays in 1982 and,
second, that it was cheap. He gave me this calendar. It has no
cover, no frills, just the 12 months of the year with the dates
that I needed to verify my dates for Easter, Mother's Day,
etc. This calendar cost me $3.50.
"As I made my purchase, I chatted with the store manager
and explained my new job as calendar chairman for the
Guild. He asked me the price of our calendar and when I replied, '$1.50,' he said, 'Lady, you're not selling calendars;
you're giving them away.'
"As I worked on the financial report for the 1981 calendar,
found on page 18 of your agenda, I was concerned that we are
not even 'giving them away.' In 1981 our chapters sold 4,600
calendars. This was 327less than were sold in 1980. This year
our orders are down 331 from last year at this time. Our
Guild membership is growing, and our calendar sales are not
growing with the Guild but rather starting to slide.
"If this report sounds like it is leading into a sales pitch, it
is. I urge each one of you, despite the freebies your husband
brings home from the office, to make room in your life for
our Guild c~endar. Put one in your club notebook, be it Garden Club or Afternoon Guild at church. Give one to your
son and daughter, or to a friend's child who will be heading
off to college in another year or two. Our calendar is not only
practical, but a marvelous, graphic way to expose VU to our
friends and neighbors.
"And now I would like to introduce you to our 1982 Guild
Memo calendars. We have a limited edition again this year of
5,000 calendars featuring a full-color cover photograph of
Heritage Hall taken by Mr. Fred Strietelmeier. Heritage Hall,
home of our national Guild office, is a visible reminder of
Valparaiso University past and the 50 years our Guild has
been involved with the growth of this school. The back cover
depicts two VU students who represent the future of Valpo
and our commitment to serve the students as well as the
school for 50 years to come.
"I feel the calendar this year is just what you need-a lovely
autumn reminder of Valpo, full of information about the
school year, yet clean and uncluttered, ready for you to enter
all of your activities for 1982. I urge each one of you to make
a place in your life for a Guild calendar-and sell it and Valpo
to your friends. Let the past be only prologue to our future
sales.
"I should leave you on this note, but I do have one postscript. Our cover this year is a departure from the student
art work that we have used the past few years. At our February Executive Council meeting we were unable to settle on
a choice from the student art work submitted. This year we

146,692.24

CASH BALANCE, JUNE 30, 1981

$ 19,838.94

AUDITOR'S REPORT
July 29, 1981
I have examined the cash receipts, cash disbursements, and
the accounting records of the Valparaiso University Guild for
the year ended June 30, 1981, as well as the supporting vouchers and receipts. My examination was made in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards, and accordingly
included such tests considered necessary in the circumstances.
In my opinion, the Report of the Treasurer of the Valparaiso
University Guild, July 1, 1980 through June 30, 1981 presents
fairly the financial operations for the year and the financial
position at June 30, 1981, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent
with that of the preceding year.
Very truly yours,
Janet L. Sievers
Certified Public Accountant
The Auditor's report was moved by Joan Hofmeister and
adopted. Lois Hoeppner introduced the Auditor, Janet Sievers,
CPA, who has been contributing her time to audit the Guild
Treasurer's books for many years. She was presented with a
pewter commemorative plate of the Guild's anniversary.
Janet ~ not be doing the audit in the future.

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
President Ruth Russler was introduced by the First Vice
President, Virginia Amling, as being a really jubilant leader
who became interested in the Guild by a personal invitation
from Bette Froehlich. Bette borrowed Ruth's hats to wear at
conventions long before Ruth ever attended.
(Ruth's message will be printed in the Winter Guild Bulletin.)

CALENDAR REPORT
The Calendar chairman, Judy Beumer, gave the following
report:
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the vacancy; should any vacancy occur in the office of President-elect, the Vice-president shall succeed to the vacancy;
should any vacancy occur in the office of Vice-president, the
Board of Directors shall appoint a new Vice-president.
"Article VIII, Sec. 2. Vice-presidents. a. The President-elect
shall: b. The Vice-president shall: 3. serve as President-elect
in case of a vacancy in that office.
"Article XIII, Sec. la. Co-ordinator of Area Directors. The
President-elect or Vice-president shall serve as Co-ordinator
of Area Directors, as specified in Article VITI, Sec. 2."
Chita moved adoption of the amendment. The motion was
seconded.
Chita then submitted an incidental motion, "I move that if
adopted the resolution pertaining to amending the offices of
President, 1st Vice-president and 2nd Vice-president to President, President-elect and Vice-president, will become effective with the 1982 convention when there will be an election
of President, President-elect and Vice-president." The motion
was seconded. The motion carried.
In debate, members spoke to both sides of the question.
The previous question was moved and carried. The amendment was defeated.

will again look for a cover from among the student entries
but would like to open the search to include cover entries
from any of our many talented Guild women who would care
to submit a cover design for us to consider at our February
Council meeting. How exciting to think our calendar could
be a complete Guild effort from cover to cover.
"You may pick up this year's orders in the Student Union
West Hall, on Saturday from 9:00 to 10:15 a.m. If your chapter has not yet placed your order, I have order blanks and
1726 calendars available. Orders and re-orders are welcome
today and year 'round. Thank you."

APPOINTMENT OF TELLERS
Eleven tellers were appointed to conduct the election of
officers: Linda Lohrmann, chairman; Jean Lawrence, Dorthea Rice, Mary Ann Michelson, Delta Jean Schur, Georgia
Luebke, Alice LeFevre, Sandy Felton, Clara Weller, Pat Kolb
and Linda Essig.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
In her announcements Betsy Nagel, Executive Director,
introduced Mark Wilkins, the convention photographer and
also urged everyone to view the history exhibit in the Great
Hall of the Student Union.
NOON PRAYER
Betty Kretzmann read the noon prayer which So Heidbrink had written before she became ill.
FRIDAY AfTERNOON SESSIONS RESUMED AT 1:35 p.m.

CORRESPONDENCE

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S REPORT

Following lunch break the secretary referred to several
letters of congratulations on the occasion of the Guild's 50th
Anniversary, and some regrets from people who were unable
to attend the convention.

Betsy gave her report by telling about interviews she has
had with reporters recently and also with people from other
colleges seeking information about the Guild. (Her entire
speech will be printed in the Bulletin.)

ROLL CALL

NOMINATING COMMITTEE'S REPORT

Roll call showed that 134 chapters, out of a possible 152,
were represented at convention.

Mary Ehrenberg, chairman of the Nominating Committee,
interviewed the candidates who were running for office. She
asked them each to answer the question, "What do you foresee the roll of the Guild to be in 10 years?" The candidates
were Barbara Riethmeier, Penfield, NY, and Paula vonKampen, Mt. Clemens, Ml, for secretary; Eunice Pines, Traverse
City, Ml, and Mildred Kolterman, Wilton, CT, for Treasurer. There were no further nominations for either office so
the president declared the nominations closed.

BY-LAWS AMENDMENTS
The President called on the By-laws chairman, Chita Easton, to present the proposed By-law amendments. The first
one dealt with Article VII, Sec. 2, regarding the Nominating
Committee. Including the proposed amendments the section
read: "The Nominating Committee shall consist of five (5)
members, four (4) of whom shall be elected by ballot by the
National Convention held prior to the National Convention
in which an election is held. Not less than seven (7) candidates
shall be nominated from the floor, all of whom should be
members of the Executive Council. The four (4) receiving the
highest number of votes and the immediate Past National
President shall constitute the committee. Any vacancy occurring on this committee shall automatically be filled by the
member receiving the next highest number of votes.
"Article XI, Sec. 2. The Nominating Committee. The Nominating Committee shall consist of five (5) members, four (4)
of whom shall be elected by ballot by the National Convention and the fifth shall be the immediate Past National President."
Chita moved adoption of this amendment; it was seconded
and adopted.
Chita then presented a proposed amendment in Article VII,
Sec. la, Sec. 4, Sec. Sa and Article VIII, Sec. 2 and Article XIII,
Sec. 1a., all having to do with election of officers and officers' duties.
Including the proposed amendments the section read: "Article VII, Sec. la. Officers. The officers of the Guild shall be
President, President-elect, Vice-president, Secretary, Treasurer and Executive Director.
"Article VII, Sec. 4, Term of Office. The President, President-elect, and Vice-president shall serve for a term of two
years.
"Article VII, Sec. Sa. Vacancies. Should any vacancy occur
in the office of President, the President-elect shall succeed to

NOMINATING COMMITTEE
The following people were nominated to serve on the Nominating Committee to prepare a slate for the 1982 election of
President, First Vice President and Second Vice President;
Dot Franzen, IL; Marilyn Krueger, WI, Betty Hecht, MI;
Barb Schoedel, St. Louis; Sue Concilla, PA; Jan Wozniak,
IN; Vera Hertz, Ml; Margaret Zobel, Ml; and Mary Ann
Parks, CA. The motion was seconded and approved that the
nominations be closed.
The election proceeded.

COOKBOOK CHAIRMAN'S REPORT
The Cookbook chairman, Paula Strietelmeier, gave the
following financial report:
REPORT OF THE COOKBOOK COMMITTEE
July 1, 1980- June 30, 1981
Funds on hand July 1, 1980 . . . . . $
RECEIPTS:
Volume I Cookbooks sold ..... .
Volume II Cookbooks sold .... .
Interest earned .............. .
Shipping and handling
fees collected . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Indiana sales tax collected . . . . . .
Donations ................. .

151.39
7,524.50
9,239.30
116.54
115.09
99.59
8.00
$17,254.41
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DISBURSEMENTS:
VU Guild National Treasurer:
Scholarship Fund ..........
Partial payment of Vol. 1third [5th] reprinting ......
UPS and Postage ............
Indiana sales tax paid ........
Home Mountain Publishing Co.
(shrink wrap) .............
Miscellaneous expenses .......

COOKBOOK RESOLunON
The following resolution was read and moved for adoption by a member of the resolutions committee.
WHEREAS, Volumes I and D of the Valparaiso University
Guild cookbooks have proven to be both profitable and
successful as a public relations venture;
WHEREAS, The proceeds of the cookbooks provide valuable scholarships for students; be it
RESOLVED, That the Valparaiso University Guild publish
a new cookbook, to be known as Volume III;
RESOLVED, That the proceeds from Volume III be designated for the Guild Scholarship Fund; and
RESOLVED, That this effort by the Guild serve as a pledge
of the Valparaiso University Guild's support to the University
in this the Guild's 50th year.
The resolution carried. Ber Ruprecht asked for the floor to
say, "It will never work." Ruth Russler explained that when
Bette Froehlich first proposed the publication of Cookbook
Volume I, Ber, who was then the Executive Director, said, "It
will never work." She has been reminded of it repeatedly, in
a good-natured way.
The chairman of the new Cookbook project will be immediate past president Barb Maas. She invited anyone who
was interested in helping test and/or edit the book to put her
name in a brown bag.

. $10,000.00
.
.
.

6,700.00
269.14
99.59

.
.

60.00
49.59

---$17,178.32

Funds "ot hand, checking account . . . . . . . . . . . .
Funds on hand, savings account . . . . . . . . . . . . .

56.85
19.24

Northern Indiana Bank and Trust Company . . . . $17,254.41
Valparaiso, Indiana
HISTORICAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO SCHOLARSHIP

FUND
September, 1972- June 30, 1980 . . . . . . . . . . . . . $68,814.42
July 1, 1980- June 30, 1981 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,000.00
$78,814.42

50th ANNIVERSARY REPORT

Bette Froehlich, chairman of the 50th Anniversary Committee, gave her report straight from the heart, expressing
her feelings about the culmination of working with Guild
women all across the country. She said she'd like to give each
woman a big, fat hug but the "president wouldn't allow
enough time for that." She gave a special thanks to the Board,
to the Amen Comer and to each member.

Paula's verbal report is as follows:
"I'd like to thank all of you who have sent your orders in
and are carrying cookbooks home for your own chapters. It
is an inconvenience for you, but it greatly increases cookbook
profits when we can save shipping charges. The cookbooks
are in the Squire Room in the Union which is just down the
hall from the bookstore. The room will be open for you to
pick up books at the close of sessions today and tomorrow
from 4:30 to 5:30 and also Saturday morning from 8:00 to
10:30. There is a pocket on the door of the Squire Room
where messages can be left if you cannot make connections
with me otherwise.
"Incidentally, there are some damaged Volume lis for sale
at reduced prices, so if your own copy is showing a lot of
wear, you might want to take a replacement home with you.
"The cookbook committee financial statement appears in
your agenda, page 17. With this statement Bette Galow ended
her three years as treasurer of the cookbook committee, and
we're all very grateful for her work on this committee. One
note: the reprinting costs shown under disbursements were
actually for the 5th printing of Volume I rather than for the
3rd printing. So far 55,000 books have been printed and approximately 46,000 sold.
"When closing the books this year, Bette did some extra
work just for comparison purposes to see how Volume I sales
have kept pace with Volume II. Volume II first appeared in
the beginning of 1978. In the 78/79 fiscal year 1700 Volume
Is were sold and 3600 Volume lis; in 79/80, 1300 Volume Is
and 2000 Volume lis, and in 80/81, 1600 Volume Is and
2000 Volume lis. As you see, sales on Volume II remain
higher, but Volume I is holding its own with around 1500
sold per year.
"One of the pleasures of being cookbook chairman is soaking up all of the compliments that our books receive. Kay
Hallerberg, my predecessor, has shared letters like the following with you before, but please be patient to hear one more.
A woman from Bristol, IN, wrote last April wondering
whether we had published a Volume D as yet. She writes,
"Your cookbooks are the best; in fact, I put all my other
books in last year's garage sale." People, Gulld and nonGuild members alike, just plain enjoy our books, and it
might be fun for us to try it again. Thank you."

SPECIAL GIFI'S PROGRAM
Jackie Jungemann reported that the Special Gifts program
netted over $27,500 in sales of over 500 pins. This money was
added to the project fund and distributed to the academic
departments. Her report follows:
"Early in the planning stages for the Guild's 50th Anniversary celebration it was decided to have a special fund-raising
project to commemorate this occasion.
"The idea of a Golden Giver gift surfaced and from that
developed the Special Fund-Raising Project. Guild members,
friends of the University, our families, all would be asked to
make a one-time contribution of $50 or more to indicate
recognition of the Guild's accomplishments through its 50year history and to encourage the Guild to continue to serve
Valparaiso University in years to come.
"This special project was introduced at the 49th annual
convention, the beginning of our year of celebration and was
to continue through the 50th Guild convention. And here
we are, at that special 50th convention.
"To date we have distributed 500 pins to individuals, Guild
chapters and friends across the country and we have collected
in excess of $27,000. This money has been added to the anniversary fund and distributed to the 30 academic departments
on campus for use in their individual programs.
"During this past year, many women shared with us their
ideas and ways of saving that special $50. One deserves recognition at this point because it demonstrates what I believe
to be the quality of Guild women across the country today.
This young woman had saved up $50 from her wages as a
substitute teacher, only to find it necessary to spend it on a
new sewing machine. Her husband gave it back to her on their
15th wedding anniversary. She said, 'It's impossible to give
something to the Guild without getting something back.'"
(There will be a final financial report at the February, 1982,
Executive Council meeting.)
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GUILD RUN
Janie Lichtfuss, chainnan of the Guild Run, gave instructions for the Saturday morning run. She had 125 registrations
and some very "sizable pledges." The run was to be a full
three miles this year. The youngest entrant was President
Russler's 10-month-old granddaughter, Becky Russler.
SPECIAL COOKBOOK PRFSENTATION
On behalf of the whole Guild, President Russler presented
Bette Froehlich with two hard-covered cookbooks, Volume I
and II, in gold binding, with her name engraved. Bette was the
instigator of the original cookbook project. Bette was speechless.
GUlLO HALL RECEPTION
Betsy Nagel announced that because of threatening weather and an unusual population of bees in the area, the director
of Guild Hall, Betty Collins, made the decision to hold the
Guild Hall reception in the narthex and the back part of the
Chapel.
50th ANNIVERSARY RFSOLUTION
Betty Hecht, chainnan of the resolution committee, read
the following resolution and moved its adoption:
WHEREAS, The Valparaiso University Guild was organized 50 years ago by a few wann-hearted Christian women
who had the foresight to recognize that if Valparaiso University was to reach its full potential as an instrument of God,
the women were needed-first, to provide certain material
comforts for the students,
WHEREAS, The needs of students and faculty have continued to grow and become more diversified over the years,
WHEREAS, There has come forth from God's Kingdom, a
continuous stream of gifted, loving, ambitious women to
raise money to fund special projects at the University,
WHEREAS, These faithful Christian women have shared
their concern that there should always be an opportunity for
young people to attain an education under the Cross, and
have expounded the virtues of Valparaiso University to prospective students, to parents, to benefactors and to friends,
and,
WHEREAS, The successes of the great efforts of these women have directly affected the success of Valparaiso University; therefore, be it
RESOLVED: That we all in greatest humility and gratitude
thank and praise Almighty God on this occasion of the Valparaiso University Guild's 50th year. As we have been kept
and guided by His love, so we have given 50 years of untiring
devotion to serve the students in His name. We thank Him
for the administration and faculty who are dedicated to the
development of the whole person and, for the 50 times 50
blessings the Valparaiso University Guild has received and
passed on these many years.
ELECTION RFSULTS
.
The chainnan of the tellers reported as follows: For Secretary-votes cast: 413; needed for election: 207; Barbara
Riethmeier: 244; Paula vonl<ampen: 169. For Treasurervotes cast: 4U; needed for election: 207; Mildred Kolterman:
232; Eunice Pines: 180.
The president declared that Barbara Riethmeier was elected
Secretary and Mildred Kolterman was elected Treasurer; that
Marilyn Krueger was elected chairman of the 1982 Nominating committee, along with Betty Hecht, Dot Franzen, Jan
Wozniak and by virtue of the Bylaw amendment, Barb Maas.
CLOSING PRAYER
Ber Ruprecht led the women in the closing prayer on Friday.
[Immediately following the adjournment of the meeting,
punch and cookies were served by Guild Hall residents and a
program took place in the Chapel with Emma Hoppe, Louise
Nicolay, Betty Collins, Ruth Russler and student Diane Barkan participating.]

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 26,1981

BUSINFSS RECONVENED
President Russler opened the Saturday business session
with prayer.

COORDINATOR OF AREA DIRECTORS
First Vice President Virginia Amling gave the following
report:
"How well I remember that February morning in 1980
when the Area Directors opened Executive Council. Many of
you were there, and 29 of you were, at that time, just a gleam
in our eyes. Each A.D. was a 'Gold Miner,' and we pledged
ourselves to go out and dig for that Guild Gold.
"What a gold rush was started then! Fifty new chapters
was the stake. There lay our challenge. Almost immediately,
from every directiOl\ we began to hear the various reactions:
We can do it! It can't be done. I hope this isn't setting a precedent for opening every Executive Council-fiddlers and
wheelbarrows and miners' hats indeed!
"But the one reaction that was expressed above all others
was-I11 help. Here's a name-try this one for a contact. My
daughter just moved to so-and-so. This from our membersat-large.
11
And from the A.D.s themselves-energy, enthusiasm,
zeal, and work. Never did they say, 'I can't.' They said, 'I can'
and they did.
"With what results?
"Well, the results were such as have never happened in the
50-year history of the Guild. Firstly, we now have eight chapters in five states where a Guild chapter has never existed
before. The states are New Mexico, Texas, Arizona, Alaska
and Washington.
"As of last Tuesday, our total of new chapters stood at 34.
Only 16 more to go! And, since the Board has stated all along
that the equitable deadline for the 50 should be next February's Council, I do perceive that our goal is in sight!
"And how was this done?
"Please don't think for a moment that it was an easy task.
Each new chapter is a pearl of great price, and greatly to be
prized. Several steps were involved in the development of
each. First and foremost, our many prayers for God's help
and guidance. Then came the seeking out of locales where
alumni and students (and their parents) dwelt. In this effort
we couldn't have succeeded without the invaluable researches of Marilyn Krueger. She literally went over the country
(with maps, not in person) with a fine-tooth comb. Wherever
she discovered a likely cluster of Valpo people, she could,
through trial and error, single out a contact person who expressed willingness to help start a chapter. At this point Marilyn would introduce the contact to the appropriate Area
Director, and the action would begin, setting a date and getting out invitations.
"Every A.D. is armed with what is referred to as a New
Chapter Kit, which contains a Guild manual, sample by-laws,
and examples of all of the Guild's activities and projects. The
Guild slides are also often used to reinforce the message.
"By the use of these steps, not in all cases, but in most, the
first, or at least the second, meeting results in a resolution to
organize.
"Then, with all these newly-hom chapters wondering what
comes next, we found in Norma May a warm and cordially
welcoming 'Shepherdess.' Norma, a member herself of a
brand new chapter (also its organizer), sends each new group
her breezy, chatty, helpful New Chapter Choo-Choo, a newsletter that instructs and informs and guides them through
those first two years, and tells them more about each other.
11
Then, on the occasion of their first trip to convention or
council, she takes the new presidents out for a meal so that
they can meet one another and compare notes.
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"Woven in and out among the threads of new and old has
been the work of our national Membership chairman, Carole
O'Hare, who takes the names you give her and channels
them to the right locations. If there isn't a chapter in an indicated town, she tells Marilyn Krueger. Very often, also, she
is able to add a new name to an old chapter.
"Which brings me to another point: With all the talk about
new chapters and new states and new ideas, what about the
rest of us, the so-called 'Old Guard?' Some of us have real
concern for our own or someone else's chapter. With this convention I will be turning the Coordinator of Area Director
reins over to Marty Mattes' very capable hands. And I hope
to tum my attention in this second year of office to the matter of helping chapters who feel that they are ready to try
some new solutions to old problems. I have some ideas, and
I will be eager to work with each chapter who wants new life.
So, please do either tell me or write to me about your chapter.
"It is good for an organization to be volatile, and change is
a necessary good. We have four Area Directors whose tenures end with this convention.
"For those who are not familiar with the Area Director, or
A.D. program, as we call it for short, the Guild is divided into
eight areas across the United States, according to density of
membership. As I introduce the new Directors, I will indicate
where their areas are:
"Area I, three states deep along the east coast. The new
A.D. is Mrs. Henry (Shirley) Jud, from Reston, VA, replacing
Barb Riethmeier.
"In Area III Mrs. Ray Oudy) Waetjen, Denver, CO, is taking over the duties from Phyllis Schuessler.
"In Area V Mrs. Carl (Marge) Kuehnert, Shorewood, WI,
will replace Linda McFerren.
"And in Area VI Mrs. Kenneth (Gayle) Schmidt, Traverse
City, Ml, will take the place of Margaret Zobel.
"The Area Directors will all be visible later on, so I will not
introduce them now, but I cannot say enough in praise of the
devotion and dedication of these women. The stimulation of
these past two years of working with our matchless Area
Directors has been exhilerating. The contacts, the visits, the
correspondence, were a constant source of pleasure.
"I am confident that our next 50 years will be yet another
revelation of the greatness that is the Guild."

Area 1: Barb Riethmeier introduced her mother-in-law,
Mrs. Ray Riethmeier, who was largely responsible for organizing a chapter in Orlando, FL.
Area II: Esther Hildner was proud to introduce the new
president of the Lumen chapter, Miss Denise Koppit; the
Schaumburg chapter, Mrs. Donna Maestranzi and the Chicago Near North chapter, Mrs. Carolyn Hinz. Esther explained that the Lumen (lights) chapter meets at night to accommodate younger, working women.
Area III: Phyllis Schuessler was successful in developing
two virgin states, New Mexico and Texas. The new presidents
are Mrs. Christopher (Amy) Reiter, Albuquerque; Mrs. William (Betty) Crofford, Greater Dallas and Mrs. Robert
Oo Ann) Fry, Houston. Another new chapter in Area III is
the Land of Lakes chapter, in the northwest suburban area of
Minneapolis. Their representative to convention was Lavon
Priebe.
Area IV: Lynne Glick and Vi Brelje have worked together
in Area IV. Vi has been responsible for U new chapters during her term as A.D. She made the remark that women from
Alaska had written to her saying, "We are ready to start a
chapter, how do we go about it?" Vi and Lynne introduced
Mrs. Robert (Donna) Nicholus, Cheechako, AK; Mrs. Edward Oudy) Mohrman, Phoenix and Mrs. Olivia Henkel, Sun
City, AZ; and Mrs. Eugene (Ivy) Olsen, Palms to Pines, CA.
Area V: Linda McFerren was happy to announce that a
group of young women in Milwaukee have organized to
meet in the evening and are called Milwaukee Golden Gems.
Area VI: Margaret Zobel said she had to wait until two
new babies were born before she could get a group of young
women together in the Lansing, Ml, area to establish a new
chapter there. Mrs. Gary (Karen) Wolding is the president.
The young woman who is the president of the new Grand
Rapids chapter, Mrs. La.-ry (Sally) Goodlander, is a third
generation Guild member.
Area VII: Bonnie Omat has attempted to get something
new started in Indiana and Kentucky, but so far no new chapter has developed there.
Area VIII: Barbara Wetterman has had an exciting year in
Ohio and could introduce two new chapters whose presidents
are Mrs. Ron (Carole) Bildstein, of Capital Bells, Columbus;
and Mrs. Peter (Vi) Hessler, of Cleveland South.

NEW CHAPTER RESOLUTION

GAVELS AND CHARTERS

The resolutions committee moved the following resolution.
WHEREAS, The primary goal of the Valparaiso University
Guild is to create and develop a continued interest in Valparaiso University as an institution of Christian higher learning,
and,
WHEREAS, Due to the untiring and dedicated effort of
Guild representatives, Guild officers and Area Directors, 17
new chapters have been organized, therefore,
Be it RESOLVED, That the following chapters be affirmed
into membership to Valparaiso University Guild; Cheechako,
AK; Phoenix and Sun City, AZ; Palms to Pines, CA; Orlando, FL; Lumen, Near North Chicago, and Schaumburg, IL;
Grand Rapids and Lansing, MI; Minneapolis North West
Suburban, MN; Albuquerque, NM; Capital Bells and Cleveland South, OH; Greater Dallas and Houston, TX; and Milwaukee Golden Gems, WI, and,
Be it Further RESOLVED, That members of the Valparaiso
University Guild cordially welcome these 17 new chapters.
The members affirmed the resolution with an ovation.

President Russler and Executive Director Nagel presented
the new chapters with their charters and gavels.
ADVffiORTONEWC~

Norma May told of her activities in the following report:
"You have just witnessed a real milestone in the 50-year
history of the Guild, as 17 new chapters received their charters. And you have had a little look behind the scenes, where
8 Area Directors, the Coordinator of Area Directors, and the
New Chapter Developer were working. In your mind's eye,
you can picture the numerous letters, phone calls, and visits
which have produced this unprecedented growth.
"The chapters have their charters-now what? They need
nurturing. They need time and opportunity to learn about
Guild programs. They need encouragement as they grow in
service and commitment to the University.
"Foreseeing that a large number of new chapters would
call for supportive action, the Guild initiated the Advisor to
New Chapters program at last year's convention. During the
year procedures have been developed to aid in the efficient
assimilation of these chapters. A New Chapter dinner was
held at Executive Council meeting and at this convention.
The New Chapter Choo-Choo, a newsletter designed specially
for these chapters, has been making its rounds. New Chapter
meetings have been held at both national meetings. These
efforts are in addition to the ongoing care of the Area Direc-

AREA DIRECTORS INTRODUCE NEW
CHAPTER PRESIDENTS
The Area Directors who had been successful in helping to
organize new chapters in their areas in the past year, had the
privilege of introducing the presidents (or representatives) of
those new chapters.
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tor. She is responsible for the overall health of the chapters
in her area, and is uniquely interested in seeing the new chapters grow and mature.
"How will these new chapters benefit the Guild? One of
their great strengths-as they have already demonstratedis their contagious enthusiasm. And, looking toward the year
2000, they will provide the Guild with new leadership and
new blood, new ideas and new motivation. It will be their job
to lead us into a new century and toward the 75th anniversary of the Guild.
"But, for a minute, let's let the future take care of itself.
What about NOW? What are these chapters already giving
us? They are giving us renewed faith that what we have been
doing for the last 50 years is still worth doing and that other
(even younger) women perceive the Guild as worthy of their
investment of time and energy.
"Indeed, we have proved to ourselves that growth does not
just happen. We have proved that we can plan growth and
put in the necessary effort to develop chapters. We are in control of the Guild's future, and we can continue to stretch and
grow in the same manner. Far from exhausting our supply of
potential members, we have expanded our possibilities.
"Shall we continue to make chapter growth a worthy priority? The proof is in the pudding, and 17 chapters is my favorite flavor!"

ing of the University and the Church, which Vice President
Baepler spoke of Thursday evening.
"Twenty years ago this fall my own application for admission to Valparaiso University was accepted, and the next year
I arrived from Washington state to become part of this absolutely unique community of Christian love, academic excellence, and spiritual inspiration. I hadn't become interested in
Valpo because I had friends here, because my parents were
alumni, because a high school advisor or an admissions counselor had spoken to me, or because I'd seen the beautiful
campus. I thought of Valparaiso University simply because
I had ohen heard of it...IN CHURCH! I remember wishing
as a freshman tndt I could share all the experiences I was having with the friends I'd left behind in my home congregation.
"This fall I have a new friend, another freshman from the
state of Washington. She didn't think of Valpo because it was
nearby or familiar, because it was nationally famous for its
choirs or gymnasts, or even because our chapter had been
successful in spreading Valpo's story. She came because years
ago her parents had been members of a congregation where
Valpo was publicized and where students wearing Valpo
sweatshirts spoke enthusiastically about their school. When
she began to look for a school, the simple question asked by
her mother's friend, 'Has she considered Valparaiso?' brought
it all back, and the seeds planted so long ago ...IN CHURCH,
bore fruit.
"I want more new friends for Valpo like Carla and her parents, and I know you do, too. Valparaiso Sunday is our channel into the congregations where all those friends are waiting.
We have thirty-four new chapters and a thousand new members. Think of the new church doors that opens! There are
church members in many of those new areas that have no
idea of the unique contribution Valparaiso University makes
toward the enriching of Christ's church. You need to tell
them! In areas where Valparaiso is more familiar and you
have been faithfully sponsoring Valpo Sunday every year,
think of all the new young families growing up in your congregations, and of neighboring congregations where Valpo
Sunday has never been celebrated, and share your enthusiasm
for our school with them.
"It's a very easy job! Look at the product we have to sell!
The University has provided beautiful materials, and there
are so many simple ways to keep reminding people of Valpo.
I will send a flyer in the fall mailing full of other people's
clever and original ideas. If you don't have a V .U. Sunday
chairman already, appoint one now so she can begin planning
before the holidays catapult us into January.
"To help you remember, I can't resist a brief relapse into
my other self, the kindergarten teacher and the song leader.
Our Guild theme for V.U. Sunday, 1982, is Make new friends,
but keep the old. . .One is silver, but the other is gold/"

STATE OF THE UNIVERSITY ADDRFSS
Lois Hoeppner introduced Dr. Robert Schnabel, President
of Valparaiso University, whose State of the University address will be featured in the Bulletin, Winter edition.
Dr. Schnabel introduced the new Dean of Arts and Sciences College, Dean Forrest Vance, who said, "H I can organize
the Arts and Sciences to operate as smoothly as this organization [Guild], I will be happy."

CLOSING PRAYER
Lee Kleinhans, Managing Editor of the Guild Bulletin, led
the convention in prayer at the end of Saturday morning's
sessions.
V.U. SUNDAY REPORT
Mrs. Dan (Bev) Wick, V.U. Sunday chairman, gave the
following report:
"When I was asked to become the Guild's 1982 Valpo Sunday chairman, I was given a brief job description. I was told
that I should think of a clever and original way to inspire all
of you to participate in V.U. Sunday next February, and then
be prepared to tabulate the overwhelming results next spring.
The flyers from the two previous years, which I had received
in our chapter mailings, started me thinking, and I felt I had
come up with some marvelously clever and outstandingly
unique ideas. Drawing on some previous experiences as a
cheerleader, camp counselor, Cub Scout song leader, and
kindergarten teacher, I visualized several scenarios in the
Great Hall of the Union, in which you, we, all were instantly
infused with a consuming eagerness to get out and work on
Valpo Sunday plans.
"Unfortunately for all of us, two things happened before I
leh home which calmed me down. First, the Valpo Sunday
chairman's files arrived from Esther Hildner, and I discovered
that not only had my predecessors thought of all the same
clever and original ideas, but they had been more inspiring
than I could have ever imagined. Secondly, when the Convention agenda arrived, I discovered that we would be meeting, not in the Great Hall, but here in this most elevated and
inspiring place. So much for cutsey!
"I no longer feel the urge to be clever and original, and I
can only speak to you sincerely from my own feelings and
experiences, which illustrate in a small way part of the merg-

PROJECT RFSOLUTION
The Resolutions Committee moved the following resolution:
WHEREAS, The students of Valparaiso University have a
need for additional recreational and athletic facilities;
WHEREAS, The Valparaiso University Guild has as one
of its objectives to seek to provide facilities necessary for the
student's physical welfare;
WHEREAS, Our National President, Ruth Russler, has
challenged us to dedicate ourselves to making the 1980s the
top decade in every respect for our Guild and especially for
the financial support so desperately needed for our beloved
University;
RESOLVED, That the Valparaiso University Guild adopt
as its project for the five year period 1981-1986, the raising of
$500,000 to build six racquetbalVhandball courts;
RESOLVED, That these courts will be built as a separate
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A vote was taken on choice number 1, trees for landscaping. This choice was defeated. A vote was taken on choice
number 2, a campus map and directory. This choice was
approved by the majority of the voters. The resolution
was re-read, filling the blank with "an encased, lighted campus map and directory." The motion was carried.
HISTORY REPORT
Irma Schmalz, chairman of the 50th Anniversary History
committee, gave the following report:
"Madam President, members of the Guild and friends,
"I deeply appreciate Bette Froehlich's remark yesterday as
she began her report. What can one add to all the thankful
reminiscings, and inspiring thoughts we have heard and
shared these past days. This convention is coming to a dose
and with it the 50th year of our existence as the Guild, dedicated to serve Valpo University.
"To mark this golden anniversary we have had a happy
trip to Hawaii; we have had The First Guild Run and The
Just One More Guild Run; the Golden Giver gifts have been
gathered. Did you catch the verb have? They, too, now are a
part of our history- and that brings me to the fourth facet of
our celebrating-a 50-year History of the Guild, bound under one cover to include even the now of these moments.
"Six Guild historians have tried faithfully to record the
organizational beginnings of the Guild, the accomplishments
of its purposes, significant events, and the joys and some
darker days of its existence. The now of what we dream and
plan-in fulfillment by God's grace-becomes the past and
history.
"The assignment of your 50th anniversary history committee is to have a bound copy of our history ready for distribution by the February Executive Council meeting, and each
member is to receive a copy. Let me share what we have been
doing and what you may expect.
''Lee Kleinhans has been diligently working with the printer, covering style of type, size of pages, length of book, and
estimated cost. You all know what an outstanding job she
does with our Bulletin.
"Paula Sauer, your conscientious and enthusiastic current
historian, has brought the history up to date and will add the
record of this convention. We are going to have pictures in
our book, and Paula is sorting out the appropriate pictures
for just the right place in the text!
"An addition to this printing will be a section of appendices; lists by date, for example, of all officers, committee
chairmen, chapter organization, Guild projects, banquet
themes, etc. We trust in this way useful information may be
available without searching through the entire book. This
has been my labor of love!
"Last month we had a working session here on campus.
Paula and I looked at pictures and pictures and more pictures
from the Guild files and University archives. We did not do
this without a smile or two, women with feathered hats, no
hats ("after Huegli'1, long skirts, short dresses (above the
knee)-but all dedicated Guild women about their business.
"We are trying to make the appendices as complete and
accurate as possible and have searched through bound Guild
Bulletins, too valuable to leave the Guild office.
"Lee was there, to assist, to guide, to advise, and Betsy was
there with warm hospitality and equal enthusiasm!
"The cost to publish our 50-year history has been an underlying consideration from the beginning. Last February we
shared with you the good news of our $10,000 grant from the
Aid Association for Lutherans. We are most grateful for this
help.
"Since then we have received another gift in value about
$1600, for white glossy book covers. Let me tell you, without
the permission of Mrs. Russler, how we came by these. The
president of Appleton Paper is a good friend of Ruth's. She

structure adjoining and connecting to the new Athletic/Recreationl Center; and,
RESOLVED, That these six courts be designated as "The
Guild Courts."
Dr. William Steinbrecher spoke about the great void at the
University for the individual's use for recreation. An ad hoc
committee surveyed the student body in an attempt to identify the most urgent needs on campus, only to find that the
number one need is, indeed, for handball/racquetball courts.
He showed sketches of proposed athletic/recreational complex, including a six-court handball facility.
There were several comments from women who favored
the resolution. No one who spoke seemed to think the challenge was too great for the Guild, and, in fact, one lady calculated that $500,000 over a five-year period only amounted
to $100 per member ($20 per year for 5000 members). No one
voiced a negative opinion.
The question was brought to a vote and carried unanimously.
DEAN DOLORES RUOSCH was the featured convention
speaker. She spoke on the theme, "The Student Today." Her
entire speech will be featured in the Winter Bulletin. After her
talk, Dean Ruosch introduced two women students who
spoke eloquently about their experiences at Valpo, both crediting the Christian atmosphere with very positive personal
growth and achievement.
1981-82 GUILD SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT
Mary Selle introduced the freshman scholarship recipient,
Kristine Kolterman of Wilton, Connecticut. Kristine is a
talented musician.
AAL GIFf PRESENTATION
Mr. Fred Pahl, an executive of Aid Association for Luther..
ans, Appleton, WI, who had given a $10,000 gift for publication of the new Guild history book, spoke of his personal
experiences at Valpo. He told the women that they make possible all benevolent gifts from AAL. Thirty years ago Valpo
received the first benevolent gift from AAL. He spoke of the
VU Guild as being the first Lutheran women's organization
and remembered his mother being an active Guild woman.

ACTIVITIES CHAIRMAN
Paula vonl<ampen, chairman of activities, reported that as
of 12:00 noon, Saturday, the gross income from the Hom of
Plenty Bazaar was $11,615.24. Seventy-seven chapters participated in the bazaar, and Paula said, "If it hadn't rained we
might have made the whole $500,000." [project] She expressed her gratitude to several women who helped make the
bazaar a success: Laura Prahl, Marguerite Bretscher, Ellen
Schnabel, Arlene Smith, Charlotte Strietelmeier, Eleonora
Junke, Jan Wozniak, the Beta Chi Sorority, APO (service
club), Joel Bretscher, Eric Wiehardt and his staff at the Student Union, and Debbie Pryor.
Paula turned the mike over to Shirley Jud who told of an
opportunity for chapters to earn money through a Wisconsin
cheese and sausage house, Mr. Z's. The company will return
20% of sales to the chapters and another 10% directly to the
University. Anyone wishing more information should write
to Paula.
CALENDAR FUND RESOLUTION
Adoption of the following Calendar Fund resolution was
moved by a member of the resolutions committee.
RESOLVED, That the 1981 Calendar Fund, amounting to
$2,883.17, be allocated to ............................................ .
Three choices were offered to fill the blank.
1. Purchase additional trees for the carnpus.
2. Contribution toward encased campus map and directory.
3. Contribution toward funding exchange scholarships for
the Cambridge and Reutlingen study program.
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phoned him about covers for our history. He responded that
he could give her a good price on them. "Good price nothing," said Ruth, "I am looking for a gift!", and your enterprising president got it! Moreover, the quality of these covers
is superior to anything we might otherwise have been able
to consider. We are hoping the paper for printing may be
donated.
"And we are looking for a fairy godmother, or godfather,
somewhere, who just might have a gift for us to help defray
the cost of distribution. All of you keep your ears wide open!
"Your committee's next task is to ready all our copy and
material for the printer by the end of October so the presses
can begin to roll!
"We have touched upon the now of history, the past as history, and as we begin our 51st year, we think of the future of
history. Throughout our 50 years, the women of the Guild,
many sainted, have been a part of history-they made it.
You are making it today.
"We pray this coming new edition of the History of the
Valparaiso Guild will serve to inspire those who will follow
us to like dreams, the same purposes, dedication and sacrifices as are recorded in the pages of these past 50 years!
Thank you.''
REGISTRATION REPORT
Dee Stritof, Registration chairman, gave her report showing a total of 504 women registered. Michigan had the most
representatives with 96.
STATE UNIT PRESIDENTS
Ruth Russler introduced the three State Unit Presidents:
Ethel Amodeo of Indiana; Margaret Zobel, Michigan, and
Beatrice Doede, Wisconsin. Also introduced were the women
of the standing committees who had not given oral reports:
Paula Sauer, History; Carole O'Hare, Membership; Marilyn
Krueger, New Chapter Developer; Lynn Bahls, Parliamentarian; Shirley Honold, Person to Person and Jan Wozniak,
State Unit Study Committee.
FINAL REPORT OF 1981 GUILD RUN
In giving her final report of the Guild Run, Janie Lichtfuss
thanked Ruth Brown and her students, APO members and
Campus Security force for all their dedicated help. The total
number running was 156. Ginny Amling again received a
certificate for having the largest amount of pledge money,
$748. The person with the greatest number of pledges (40)
was Audrey Nuechterlein. Paul Schnorr was the overall winner, racing the 3-mile course in a little under 14 minutes. The
oldest participant was Pearl Furchow, 73. Total pledges
amount to about $6000. Many of the student runners had
good long pledge sheets, but Mike Rinehart, Flint, had the
most.
RETIRING OmCER RESOLUTION
The following resolution was moved for adoption by a
member of the resolutions committee.
WHEREAS, Joan Hofmeister and Lois Hoeppner have
served the Valparaiso University Guild faithfully and effectively as Secretary and Treasurer respectively for three years;
RESOLVED, That the members of the Valparaiso University Guild offer praise and thanks to God who so inspired
Joan Hofmeister and Lois Hoeppner to use their gifts and talents in the service of the Guild.
The motion was approved.

NEW BUSINESS
PROPOSID BUDGET FOR 1981-82
The Treasurer, Lois Hoeppner, presented the proposed
budget for 1981-82 of $55,700 and moved adoption of same.
The motion was seconded and the budget was adopted.
GUILD BUDGET
Budget
1980-1981
$ 8,000
Bulletins
Printing &
Stationery
600
Chapter Presidents'
21,000
Travel
Administration
Travel
14,575
Administration
3,000
Expenses
Senior Women's
Banquet
200
Gifts & Memorials
200
Miscellaneous
100
Totals

$47,675

---

Actually
Spent

Proposed
1981-1982

$10,446

$ 9,200

1,011

1,000

26,734

27,000

15,385

15,000

3,246

3,000

280
109
220

200
200
100

$57,431

$55,700

---

COURTESY RESOLUTION
The following resolution was read and moved for adoption by a member of the resolutions committee:
WHEREAS, Colossians 3:17 says, "And whatever you do,
in word or deed, do everything in the name of the Lord Jesus,
giving thanks to God the Father through him."
WHEREAS, the 50th Anniversary Convention of the Valparaiso University Guild has been an inspiring and jubilant
Christian experience;
WHEREAS, This convention was a special event which involved extraordinary effort to make it a dynamic and meaningful celebration for Guild members; and
WHEREAS, The chapters of the Valparaiso University
Guild have done many special things to make this a special
year-the bazaar, the creation of beautiful banners, the participation in celebrational dinners, the dedication to individual chapter goals, the remembrance of old members and the
hope for new ones;
RESOLVED, that we extend our sincere appreciation to all
the individuals who participated in making this a successful
50th Anniversary Convention; and
RESOLVED, That we give joyful thanks to God for the
blessings of this convention experience. A JUBILEE HAS
THIS 50TH YEAR BEEN TO US!

CLOSING REMARKS
In her closing remarks, President Russler introduced Mildred Denner, Sebewaing Chapter, who has attended 28 consecutive conventions. Theresa Schmalz and Louise Drews
have attended over 30 conventions but not consecutively.
Emma Hoppe said she "lost count."
Ruth then went on to thank every single woman in the
Guild for her participation in the 50th Anniversary convention and especially Betsy and her office staff.

CHARTER MEMBER HONORID
Ruth Russler and Betsy Nagel recognized the one charter
member in attendance, Edna Deckert, from Detroit. They
gave her a corsage. They also called for daughters of charter
members to come forward and three women responded. They
were the daughters of Marie Walti, Martha Helen Kuhlman
and Hattie Taube. Lois Oster was out at the moment but her
mother was a charter member also.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Betsy Nagel introduced Ken Hessel, the sound engineer.

CLOSING PRAYER
The closing prayer was led by Donna Nicholus, Cheechako
chapter, Alaska.
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ADJOURNMENT
The Valparaiso University Guild's 50th Anniversary Convention adjourned at 4:35 p.m.

that formed were Schaumburg, Lumen (an evening chapter
in the Alsip area) and the Near North Chicago chapter. I
thought it might be of interest to know that the chapter in the
Alsip area is a daughter of the present Chicago chapter. Both
of these chapters cover about the same area, and I am sure
that each will do well.
Plans are being made for an organizational meeting in
Danville. Mrs. George Weyhrich has graciously consented to
be a contact person there.
I am hoping to visit many more chapters in this coming
year, and I thank all the chapters which hosted me. It is always a delight to be with fellow Guild members.
Many thanks to all who have helped me in any way this
past year but especially to Ginny Amling who was my "right
arm" when I had questions and who accompanied me to
many meetings.

Joan A. Hofmeister
Secretary
Approved by the Minutes Conunittee:
Mrs. Larry (Dot) Franzen, Peoria, minois
Miss E. Marie Mast, Tonawanda, New York

AREA m REPORT, Phyllis Schuessler
The Guild's Jubilee year has been celebrated in Area III
with a "birth" at each end. Two weeks before the 1980 convention I met with a group of Houston women who voted to
organize the very first chapter in the state of Texas. And I am
so pleased to report to you that three weeks before this 1981
convention, a Sunday afternoon meeting in a suburb of Minneapolis produced another fledgling chapter of the Guild, to
be known as "Land of Lakes." In between there were two
more "blessed events"-one in Dallas, Texas, on November
9, and the other in Albuquerque, New Mexico, on March 15.
Thus Area III now contains 19 chapters full of Valpo Guild
spirit!
'
Area III has been called America's Heartland. We hope
you have caught some of our enthusiasm as nearly 50 of us
at this Jubilee convention are wearing our hearts on our
sleeves for Valpo. Well, really, you'll have to look at our
nametags to see the little gold heart that identifies an Area III
Guildie and symbolizes her love and commitment for the
cause of Valparaiso University. Each chapter has chosen it's
own special way to celebrate the Fiftieth anniversary this past
year, and chapter histories will record the details of food,
fun, and fellowship which were part of every birthday party.
But all the reminiscing of this past year is now history itself,
and the Heartland chapters, under the leadership of our new
Area Director, Judy Waetjen, are eagerly looking forward to
the challenges ahead as the Guild moves into the next fifty
years of dedicated support of Valparaiso University.

AREA DIRECTOR AND COMMITTEE REPORTS
Because of time limitations all the Area Director and some
committee reports were not presented orally to the Convention. They are published here, therefore, rather than in the
Minutes of the Convention.
AREA I REPORT, Barbara Riethmeier
Area I is a large area, covering 22 chapters in 21 states. I
have visited just about all these chapters at least once, and
I have constantly been impressed with their spirit and enthusiasm. Whether they are newer chapters, such as Palm Beach
or Bay State,. or long-established chapters such as Buffalo,
which has been around almost as long as there's been a Guild,
they have the same goals and purposes-to do whatever they
can for the growth and welfare of Valparaiso University.
How they do this reflects their unique personalities as chapters, and this is where the. fun comes in. As Area Director I
was privileged to work with so many of you ladies, to learn
to know your distinct personalities as chapters, and to share
with you some of the workings of other personalities in Area
I.
As an outgoing A. D., I'd like to urge all chapters everywhere to use your A. D. She is your liaison, your blood supply, so to speak, your link to each other and to the University
you serve. She can give you so much support and encouragement with her letters and visits plus all the resources at her
command. It is good to stand alone and do wonderful things,
but we are also part of a larger body that can strengthen us
even as we strengthen and inspire others.
Also, I am encouraged when neighboring chapters get together, such as was done again last May when the Southtowns chapter hosted a luncheon with guest speaker from
Valpo. Almost 100 ladies were there, representing most of the
western New York chapters plus North East, Pennsylvania.
Workshops or panel discussion formats can also be used successfully, and chapter members who cannot attend annual
campus conventions can get similar benefits from getting to
know other Guild ladies from nearby chapters.
If you have never had a Rally in your area, perhaps this is
the year to try it. It's fun; it's a growing experience for all
your members, and your A. D. will be glad to help.
AREA 0 REPORT, Esther Hlldner
Excitement prevailed among area directors this year with
the goal of 50 new chapters by the Golden Anniversary of the
Guild. I personally felt so very happy to be a part of the team
aiming for this goal. Three new chapters were formed in
Area II since September, 1980. Unfortunately we were not
able to form a chapter in Frankfort even with the big help I
had from Linda Kraus, who temporarily will be a member of
the Chicago South Suburban chapter. The three chapters

AREA IV REPORT, Lynne Glick and Vi Brelje
This has indeed been a jubilant year for Area IV. We have
our own jubilant leader in Vi Brelje and we rejoice with her
in the birth of our newest chapter, Anchorage, Alaska. Area
IV now has a total of 18 chapters all striving to promote
Valparaiso University. Each chapter is unique. We are spread
throughout a great area, and yet we all celebrated together
in spirit this golden anniversary. The Far Northwest, Northern California, Southern California and Hawaii were all
privileged to have had our National Guild President Ruth
Russler visit and celebrate with us. We were inspired and
challenged by Ruth to continue to support Valpo by our recruitment of students, promotion of Valpo and strengthening
of our chapters. To this end we are all busy with our projects
and fund raisers, PeiSon to Person and Valpo Sunday.
Vi Brelje continues to make new inroads in uncharted
country by following leads in Fresno, Marin County, Ventura County, Sacramento; Kennewick, Washington; Boise,
Idaho; Salt Lake City and places in between. Hopefully by
the Executive Council meeting in February of 1982 Area IV
will be able to report that some of these leads will be in flower
as new chapters and will jubilantly celebrate this golden
anniversary with us.
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AREA V REPORT, Linda McFerren

seemed good for the development of a new chapter in each of
those places. However, the time was not right. There is still
the possibility of starting a new chapter in the Elkhart-Goshen area, and, of course, we will not give up trying in the
previously mentioned areas.
During the next year in our area the stress will be on
strengthening the existing chapters and bringing the ladies in
these groups closer together.

Happy Anniversary! On behalf of Guild women throughout the state of Wisconsin, I extend to you, the 50th Convention Assembly, sincere congratulations for a half century of
time, talent, and effort dedicated to the ideals of Valparaiso
University. We are extremely proud and grateful to celebrate
with you! May this present joy sustain us and compel us to
continue to "Build with the Guild."
What a year of building we have had! With our emphasis
on new chapter development, many loyal Valpo friends have
been identified. Some of these women in Area V have chosen
to stand united as a chapter. Having had their bylaws approved in May, they are officially welcomed as the Milwaukee Golden Gems. What a sparkling, anniversary name!
Additionally, a nucleus of three women in Green Bay are
considering the possibility of chapter status. Thus, with the
reality of Milwaukee and the hope of Green Bay, building
continues.
By definition, to "Build with the Guild" also means growth
in support. Several valuable women in areas without existing
chapters have elected to call on prospective students, acquaint
confirmands with Valparaiso University, and generally serve
as knowledgeable ambassadresses. These devoted individuals
are located in Menomonie, La Crosse, Eau Oaire, and Reedsburg. We really feel their infectious enthusiasm will eventually lead to more students on campus from their respective
areas. With more students, Guild chapters and activities are
natural.
Truly Area Vis joyously celebrating and simultaneously
laying the foundation of future accomplishments.

AREA VID REPORT, Barbara Wetterman
Since I became an area director last September, so much
has happened in Ohio, I hardly know where to begin. First,
it was quite an overwhelming task as I sat down after convention with the box that was passed on to me. Once the
February Executive Council meeting was history, I returned
to Area VW with a much better sense of direction. The very
next Monday I attended a meeting of the Maumee Valley
chapter in Holgate. In April I traveled to Cleveland to the
meeting and luncheon of Cleveland area chapters. The meeting was hosted by the Western Reserve chapter. Later in
April a greater Ohio gathering was held in Worthington. This
was an anniversary celebration, with Paula Sauer as our hostess. In early May a meeting was held in Seven Hills (Cleveland) to lay the groundwork for the formation of the new
Cleveland South chapter. Also in May I attended a regular
meeting of the Van Wert County chapter. In June a meeting
was held at the home of Paula Sauer in Worthington to begin
formation of the Capital Bells chapter in the Columbus area.
I hope to visit the other chapters in Area VIII as time permits.
I have had correspondence from several ladies in the Toledo
area. We will be making contact with alums and prospective
members there soon. I want to say what a real pleasure it is
for me to have become acquainted with Ginny Amling, and
I want to publicly thank her for all her encouragement and
guidance. I will do my utmost to further the work of the
Guild in Area VIII during the coming year.

AREA VI REPORT, Margaret Zobel
The state of Michigan, alias Area VI, is alive and well.
Growth and enthusiasm have been evident in projects, student recruitment, and top attendance figures at convention,
but the end of growth is not yet in sight. Three new chapters,
Mt. Pleasant, Lansing, and Grand Rapids, in the past two
years constitute only the golden glitter of the Mother Lode
yet to come. As Michigan continues its population shift, albeit more gradual than in the past, to suburbs and the northem part of the state, more possibilities for Guild chapters
and clusters will become defined. Michigan Guildies, from all
22 chapters, have long demonstrated unwavering commitment to the ideals of Valparaiso University and the Christian
education for which it stands, through the activities and goals
of the Valpo Guild. The coming years will stretch the imagination and ingenuity of our members as they deal with energy
conservation for meeting attendance, inflation affecting food
for projects, and the changing world of the employed woman. But, our Michigan Guildies will be involved, committed,
and jubBant as they continue to spread the good word about
Valpo.
Thanks for the marvelous opportunity to serve the Guild.
I have been truly blessed.
AREA VB REPORT, Bonnie Omat
Area VII wishes the Guild a very happy and jubilant fiftieth birthday. We pray that there will be many more glorious birthdays and that God will continue to bless our organization and our beloved Valparaiso University.
In this year of celebration and growth, our area has a bit
of sad news in the form of the ending of a chapter to add to
the joyful sounds. The ladies of the Kendallville chapter have
decided to disband mainly because of the death in April of
Helen Foehl, a lady who was the prime mover and mainstay
of this chapter. We thank these ladies for their devotion to the
Guild and pray for their well-being.
Two times during the past few months we have tried to
start chapters. With clusters of VU alums and supporters in
Bloomington, Indiana, and Lexington, Kentucky, the chances

HISTORIAN'S REPORT, Paula Sauer
It is a very lovely thing to be a part of this 50th anniversary celebration. There is excitement and anticipation in
these events and in the smiling faces of all the participants.
Hopefully you are feeling a sense of history-the overwhelming reality of walking in the footsteps of many devoted women who came before us. Fifty years is a long time to dedicate
to one cause. For us to have reached this milestone of SO the
Lord had to be the center of all efforts and prime motivator
in all endeavors. Asking God's blessings upon their meeting
April, 1931, some very courageous and energetic women
originated the Valparaiso University Guild. From 25 members to 5000 it has grown. From 3 chapters to 151 it has developed. We have been led by 20 presidents and 4 executive
directors. Very ably and steadfastly they (officers and members) have met many challenges keeping the Guild strong and
moving forward through periods of economic and natioal
insecurity and prosperity.
Please take time to view and enjoy the history display put
together in the Great Hall of the Union. It was organized with
great care and creativity by a committee of Valparaiso Chapter women headed by Mrs. Walter (Della) Bauer. You will
enjoy the leisurely walk down the Guild "Memory Lane." It
is here that you may see familiar faces staring back at you
from the multitude of photos. You may see yourself. This is a
MUST on your convention list of places to go! We thank
Della and her committee for all their fine efforts.
As you take home the excitement of this convention, along
with your boxes of cookbooks, packets of calendars, and
bags of bazaar items, please take to the women at home a
taste of history. Let them share through your detailed and
energetic report of these events, the grandness of the SO years!
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bers. People's interests change, and some may later become
active members.
You have probably noticed that I mention a chapter newsletter frequently. This is a great way to keep your current
members, as well as prospects, aware of what your chapter
is doing. It is essential to have a well-informed membership
if you want to effectively reach out to others. If you don't
already publish a newsletter (1 typewritten page will do),
begin now. You could include names and phone numbers of
officers, your schedule for the coming year, a brief convention
report, a more detailed description of your next program,
news of special events in members' lives, directions to your
next meeting, a form for mailing in dues. Use your imagination-the possibilities are endless!
Perhaps some of you are feeling discouraged about your
chapter's program. Be assured that just by your very existence
you are serving as a public relations arm for Valparaiso University.lf all you ever do is make your Person to Person calls
and celebrate Valpo Sunday, you have already fulfilled two of
the Guild's purposes: "to create and develop a greater interest in Valparaiso University as an institution of Christian
higher learning" and "to assist in increasing student enrollment." If I can be of any help to you in solving specific chapter membership problems, please see me here at Convention
or write to me when you get home.
The job of national membership chairman is one I enjoy,
especially because of the many new friends I've met. We have
a very special group of women in the Guild, with 50 years of
growth behind us and a multitude of opportunities before us.
Let's not be bashful about sharing a good thing!
REPORT OF GUILD GOODIES, Marty Mattes
GUILD GOODIES "HOW TO": Chapter decides on an
interesting product to sell (regional specialties are especially
good) and obtains an Application for Ad and special instructions sheet from Virginia Amling, first vice president.
Completed form is returned to Virginia and then the Guild
Board acts on your request. If accepted, your ad appears in
the next two Guild Bulletins.
PERSON TO PERSON PROGRAM, Shirley Honold
At the latest count we have 132 chapters participating in
the Person to Person Program out of our total 152 chapters.
Some of those not participating at this time are our newest
chapters, and they haven't had a chance to get into the program. We welcome them, however, and any of those of the
chapters not participating at this time. Any questions? Please
feel free to seek out Mary Selle or Shirley Honold at any
time this weekend or write Mary Selle, Asst. Admissions
Director, Valparaiso University, Valparaiso, IN 46383 or
Shirley Honold, 1404 North 5th Street, Sheboygan, WI
53081.
GOOD NEWS - ENROLLMENT PICTURE LOOKS
BRIGHT! We have 1102 new students on campus this year,
of which 929 are freshmen (compared to 860 freshmen last
year). Total1981-82 daytime on-campus enrollment is 3893
(3724last year). Enrollment in all programs is 4405 (figures
obtained from registrar's office on 9/17/81). Total number
of students contacted last year by the Person to Person callers was 6,349, which was the most ever contacted. Congratulations and thank you!
PLEASE PROMOTE THESE UPCOMING SENIOR AND
JUNIOR DAYS: A visit to campus "to see for yourself" is
worth a thousand words.
Oct. 3,1981- Senior Day
Nov. 14, 1981- Special Interest Day for Seniors
Feb. 27, 1982- Special Interest Day for Seniors
April 24, 1982 - Junior Day
Included in your Person to Person packet will be the statistics on how successful our program was last year-how

You have experienced a history-making event in person!
Share it! Show it!
With the close of this convention, I can with great eagerness begin writing the last segment of the National Guild History awaiting publication. This is your History-all fifty
years, 1931-1981, to be presented to every Guild member in
February, 1982. Until then ...
REPORT OF THE PARLIAMENTARIAN, Lynn Bahls
During this year, the parliamentarian has served as advisor
to the Guild board and committees regarding issues of parliamentary nature which they have submitted to her. In this
function, she has reviewed and made recommendations concerning the bylaws of the 17 new chapters and the revised
bylaws of one state unit. She has served as parliamentarian
for the meeting of the Executive Council and the 50th Anniversary Convention.
REPORT OF NATIONAL MEMBERSHIP CHAIRMAN,
Carole O'Hare
What does the national membership chairman do and how
can she help you?
The national membership chairman is concerned chiefly
with being an encourager, rather than a record-keeper. (I
leave those details to the Guild office.) My encouragement
most often takes written form, although at Council and Convention I am able to be more personal.
The membership workshop which I presented at Executive
Council in February included many specific ideas on how to
gain new members, how to utilize your members and how to
keep your members. Each chapter should have a copy of the
handout sheet given there-let me know if you need one. It
summarizes the information so that you can readily use it.
You might even want to add it to your black manual under
"Section III - Chapter Organization & Responsibilities Membership."
The quarterly mailing to chapter presidents always includes a membership page in which I give seasonal ideas for
your membership effort. Be sure your membership chairman
(be sure you have a membership chairman!) gets that page
and that all your members help her implement an outreach
program.
Another way I serve you is by acting as a clearing house for
prospective Guild members nationwide. What began as
"Golden Prospects" in anticipation of our Jubilee celebration
has continued and included new addresses discovered by a
chapter mailing, as well as individual names given to me. I
send the prospect names to the appropriate chapter or to the
area director, for possible use in developing a new chapter.
This sharing of information is really helpful and I would encourage each one of you to think about whom you know who
might be interested in the Guild. If you don't know any
"Guildies" near this prospect, send the information to me and
I'll see that it gets to the right place. If your chapter has an
active member moving, don't let the Guild lose her! Send her
name and new address to a chapter near her, or to me.
If I had to give my advice to you on membership in just
one word, it would be COMMUNICATE. Every suggestion
that has ever been made on how to increase membership involves communication. Personal contact is the vital link between a name on a card and an active Guild member. Communicate by phone, by personal note, by newsletter-preferably all three! Choose as your chapter membership chainnan
someone who is a good personal communicator. A genuine
interest in people can make her job fun as well as productive.
Don't give up on what I call "fringe people." These are the
ones who are interested in Valpo, but too busy to be actively
involved in Guild now. Keep in touch-mostly by including
them on your newsletter mailing list. Personally invite them
to your special events. Ask them to become supporting mem-
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many of the 1102 new students resulted from the 6349 calls.
It would be nice to think that our efforts brought about the
increase in enrollment, wouldn't it?
Please feel free to call on me if you have any questions
about the Person to Person program.

coffees, confirmation dinners, Christmas feasts, etc. The
ones you or someone you know have already tasted and
tested and are pleasing to the palate. It is also of great value
to be able to get in touch with the friend or relative if the
recipe is not working out as you thought it should. These,
ladies, are the recipes that cause the bulge within my file of
dependable, nearly failproof, successes. Well, as I see it, the
Valpo Guild cookbook is one big recipe file, bulging with
your recipes and mine. I know they are dependable, nearly
fail-proof and usually successful. I also know that if one
should not work out as I think it should, I can get in touch
with the submitter for her name is there in print for all to see!
That brings me to the point of encouraging you to submit
your recipes, your favorite recipes. We have a great many
new members and new chapters from many new locales
which should add a new variety to this third volume. As the
planning is still in the early stages, almost anything is possible. As a result of the sourdough starter which many of you
took home from the "Thar's Guild Gold in Them Thar Hills"
Executive Council meeting in February, 1980, when we began our prospecting for new chapters, a section on regional
cooking and regional recipes has been suggested. We have
also thought to include a section on childrens' recipes and
perhaps one on health foods or a section for recipes suited
for large crowds. If you have an idea which you think is a
good one, please submit it. It might just be THE right one for
this new volume.
We will also need section editors who would be willing to
sort, test, evaluate and recommend from the recipes submitted. If you would be willing to do this, please give me
your name, address, phone, etc. Be sure to state your specialty
or preference, if you have one.
I have brought a shopping bag, empty at the moment, but
just waiting to be filled with suggestions or names of people
willing to help with this cookbook. I shall place it on the side
table and sometime before the end of the session on Saturday
you may submit your name in it or speak to me privately
about it.
Now, as to recipes. Further information will be sent out in
the Quarterly mailing in October. Your chapter president
receives this and if she does not disperse the news to you
quickly, contact her by the end of the month of October. In
the meantime, look through your files, choose a recipe which
is very special to you (perhaps there is more than one) which
has not already appeared in Volume I or II. I ask you to accept this part of the challenge to help make this next Volume
Ill a terrific one!

REPORT OF COOKBOOK VOLUME Ill EDITOR,

Barbara Maas
The Guild Cookbook Volume III was inevitable. Shortly
after Volume II was in circulation, Shirley Honold, cookbook
committee chairman, reported that she was already receiving
letters stating in effect: ''Volume II is as terrific as Volume I.
Please send Volume III as soon as published." We all knew
that it was only a matter of time. . .
With sales of the two volumes now totaling 46,000 cookbooks, it is indeed time to face squarely the theory that success breeds success. We must get about the business of the
third volume.
When Ruth asked me some time ago if I would consent to
be the editor of this next volume, my first reaction was that
I would love to do this, but I have not edited a book before.
I have often thought of doing one of my own, but now. . .for
the Guild .. .for Valpo... Well, not being easily deterred by
the lack of previous experience, I accepted. I am fully aware
that my predecessor has set very high standards, and actually
it is for that reason that I more willingly accepted the challenge. The cookbooks and their sales speak for themselves
and for Midge Rivers, their editor, and for all of you who
have submitted your favorite recipes to make the volumes
such favorites of those who own them and use them.
In the past few weeks I have, of course, been doing a lot of
thinking and mulling. I have looked at the ingredients of the
cookbooks to see if there is a key to the success of their sales.
Some of the obvious reasons are: they are attractively bound;
the price is right; information on Valpo and the Guild is interesting and concise; the pictures and Bible passages all fill in
the right spots to spark up the pages; the art work is superb;
and the special section on metrics in Volume II, written by
Kay Hallerberg, is certainly an outstanding one of national
acclaim.
But, ladies, the main ingredient that ultimately sells the
quantity of cookbooks is the selection of quality recipes
which you have submitted and to which you have attached
your name.
If you operate somewhat as I do, you rely heavily upon the
recipes of your friends, neighbors and relatives that you have
gleaned from luncheons, dinner parties, cocktail parties,
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Application for
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY GUILD SCHOLARSHIP
Each yea r receipts from Guild cookbook sales provide four $1000 scholarships for sons and daughters of Guild
members. Provided the freshman recipient maintains a satisfactory academ ic record, the award wi ll con tinue
through the senior year.
Thi s special Guild application should be submitted to the Admissio ns Office along with the regular University
adm ission forms.

Name ................................................................................................................................................................ .
Middle or Maiden

First

Last

Home address .................................................................................................................................................... .
City

Street

Zip

State

Phone .............................................................. Social Security Number ......................... ·····················-----------····

Name of parent or guardian ················--------------·-----------------··················································
Last

College you plan to enter:
(
(
(
(
(

) Arts & Sciences
) Business Administration
) Engineering
) law
) Nursing

o~q.

,:;f!J- . -196'

'V~ ~ k.. "!-l

lj.(!s;::Jl ""fs~CI,OL

'%::::
Name and address of high school -----------···-----·----------·················-------········---~~?~:;,e ~}tt~ .:q,:::~----- -----------------·
<'ee

Month and year you plan to enter VU .............................................. "~rts .:q, ~ 4-,C'oJl:!r0
(!s_

<t

Of

St reet

State

City

Zip

Name of high school guidance counselor

( ) I have filed an application for admission to Valparaiso University.
( ) Please send me an appli cation for admission to Valparaiso University.
I am the son ( ) daughter ( ) of a Guild member in the ............................. ................... ---------······- ... chapter.
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THE GUILD ROSTER
National Officers
President: Ruth (Mrs. D. W.) Russler, 754 Stanbridge Drive, Dayton, OH 45429
First Vice President: Virginia (Mrs. Arthur) Amling, 636 Arlington Avenue, Des P laines, IL 60016
Second Vice President: Marty (Mrs. Joe) Mattes, 9394 Indian Springs Drive, Roswell, GA 30075
Secretary: Barbara (Mrs. Alton) Riethmeier, 4 Foxbourne Road, Penfield, MI 14526
Treasurer: Mildred (Mrs. James) Kolterman, 54 Granite Drive, Wilton, CT 06897
Executive Director: Betsy (Mrs. Norman) Nagel, 1304 LaPorte Avenue, Valparaiso, IN 46383

Area Directors
Coordinator: Marty (Mrs. Joe) Mattes, 9394 Indian Springs Dr., Roswell, GA 30075
Area I: Shirley (Mrs. Henry) Jud, 2602 Oldwick Court, Reston, VA 22091
Area II: Esther (Mrs. Carl) Hildner, 3S 151 Cypress Drive, Glen Ellyn, IL 60137
Area lll: Judy (Mrs. Ray) Waetjen, 1564 S. Locust St., Denver, CO 80224
Area IV: Lynne (Mrs. Peter) Glick, 3820 Lyceum Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90066
Assistant Director: Vi (Mrs. O liver) Brelje, 349 N. Waverly, Orange, CA 92666
Area V: Marge (Mrs. Carl) Kuehnert, 4441 N. Sheffield Ave., Shorewood, WI 53211
Area VI: Gayle (Mrs. Kenneth) Schmidt, 6387 Peninsula Dr., Traverse City, MI 49684
Area VII: Bonnie (Mrs. LeRoy) Ornat, 58890 Elm Road, Mishawaka, IN 46544
Area VIII: Barbara (Mrs. David) Wetterman, 221 Taylor Avenue, Marysville, OH 43040

Committee Chairmen
Activities: Paula (M rs. William) vonKampen, 36611 Acton, Mt. Clemens, MI 48043
Bylaws: Chita (Mrs. Edward) Easton, 66 Hidden Valley Road, Rochester, NY 14624
Calendar: Judy (Mrs. Richard) Beumer, 12936 Briar Fork Court, Des Peres, MO 63131
Cookbook Sales: Paula (Mrs. David) Strietelmeier, 816 Short Street, Valparaiso, IN 46383
Cookbook III Editor: Barbara (Mrs. Roy) Maas, 9813 Longwood Circle, Louisville, KY 40223
Guild Goodies: Virginia (Mrs. Arthur ) Amling, 636 Arlington Ave., Des Plaines, IL 60016
Histor ian: Pau la (Mrs. James) Sauer, 379 Pittsfield Drive, Worthington, OH 43085
Membership: Carole (Mrs. Emmett) O'Hare, 2335 Troy Lane, Plymouth, MN 55447
New Chapter Advisor: Norma (Mrs. Jeffrey) May, 112 Valley High Road, Burnsville, MN 55337
New Chapter Developer: Marilyn (Mrs. Ralph) Krueger, 14925 Santa Maria Drive, Brookfield, W I 53005
Parliamentarian: Lynn (Mrs. Gene) Bahls, 2 Bristol Green, Bourbonnais, IL 60914
Person to Person: Shirley (Mrs. Reynolds) Honold, 1404 N. 5th Avenue, Sheboygan, WI 53081
VU Sunday: Bev (Mrs. Dan) Wick, 1033185th Ave. NE, Bellevue, WA 98008

State Unit Presidents

__,.,

Coordinator of Sate Units: Virginia (Mrs. Arthur) Amling, 636 Arlington Ave., Des Plaines, IL 60016
Indiana: Ethel (Mrs. Joseph) Amodeo, 9228 Grace Street, Highland, IN 46322
Michigan: Margaret (Mrs. Glen) Zobel, 4791 Lakeshore Terrace, Port Huron, MI 48060
Wisconsin: Beatrice (Mrs. Warren) Doede, 8900 Azalea Rd., Wausau, WI 54401
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